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Abstract
In ITER and in eventual reactors, enhanced impurity confinement due to internal
transport barriers (ITBs) and H-mode operation establishes a very low tolerance for
high-Z impurities [1]. Experiments have shown that impurity accumulation increases
as power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) is increased [2]. As a result,
one of the primary challenges of ICRF heating is the reduction or elimination of im-
purities introduced into the plasma during ICRF operation, particularly for tokamaks
with high-Z plasma facing components (PFCs). Plasma impurities associated with
ICRF auxiliary heating are universally observed [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, the underlying
physics of ICRF-specific impurity generation is not well understood, and observa-
tions of impurity characteristics differ among various tokamak experiments. Several
methods have been proposed to reduce ICRF-specific impurity characteristics: low-Z
PFC coatings such as boronization [7]; toroidal phasing of antenna straps [3]; and
alignment of antenna Faraday screen elements with the total magnetic field [8]. On
Alcator C-Mod we have designed a new magnetic field-aligned ICRF antenna to min-
imize ICRF-specific impurity characteristics. The field-aligned antenna is rotated 100
from horizontal, such that the antenna straps are perpendicular to the total magnetic
field at the edge for a typical plasma discharge (BT ~ 5.4 T, 1, ~ 1 MA). ICRF-
induced E-parallel is a likely candidate for producing enhanced sheath voltages that
lead to greatly increased sputtering of material surfaces and enhanced impurity edge
transport. Initial simulations performed using both slab and cylindrical geometry
suggested nearly complete cancellation of E-parallel in front of the antenna structure
for certain toroidal phasings. Using toroidal models, the cancellation of E-parallel
is more modest, suggesting 3-D geometrical effects are important. Multiple antenna
phases were analyzed for the field-aligned antenna using finite element method with
a 3-D toroidal cold plasma model. In each case, the field-aligned antenna had re-
duced integrated E-parallel relative to the existing non-aligned antenna geometry,
with the greatest reduction for monopole [0, 0, 0, 0] phasing. Initial results suggest
that the field-aligned antenna operation results in fewer impurities in the plasma than
conventional antennas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Energy
Energy is literally all around us, contained in each photon reaching the earth from the
sun, every air molecule moving at some individual and bulk velocity, and in the mass
of every particle of matter anywhere. The greatest problem the current generation of
humans must overcome is not how to find energy, nor is it to make energy, because
we cannot.
There is a fact, or if you wish, a law, governing all natural phenomena
that are known to date. There is no known exception to this law-it is
exact so far as we know. The law is called the conservation of energy. It
states that there is a certain quantity, which we call energy, that does not
change in the manifold changes which nature undergoes. That is a most
abstract idea, because it is a mathematical principle; it says that there
is a numerical quantity which does not change when something happens.
It is not a description of a mechanism, or anything concrete; it is just
a strange fact that we can calculate some number and when we finish
watching nature go through her tricks and calculate the number again, it
is the same. -Richard Feynman
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Figure 1-1: Projections of world population through 2300 by United Nations. Source:
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs Population Division,
World Population to 2300, 2004.
The greatest problem facing the present population of the earth is how best to trans-
late energy from the sources all around us to facilitate a higher standard of living for
all. The United Nations predicts a peak population of 9.2 billion in 2060 [11], as seen
in Fig. 1-1. As the earth's population continues to grow, global energy demands will
increase. At the present rate of population, industrial and economic growth, major
energy shortages, as well as irreparable changes to the environment, will occur within
the next several decades.
Today, many different energy sources are converted into a usable form. However,
all of them have limitations in terms of fuel availability, energy density and envi-
ronmental side-effects. Generally, energy sources can be placed into three primary
categories: fossil fuels, consisting of oil, coal and natural gas; renewables such as so-
lar, wind and hydroelectric; and nuclear, such as currently used fission reactors and
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future fusion reactors.
Fossil fuels have high energy density, cost relatively little, and can provide base
load electricity. However, they must be chemically burned, producing carbon dioxide
(C0 2) and other greenhouse gases. Oil is used primarily for transportation due to its
high energy density and portability. Oil can also be used for heating but is not as ef-
ficient as natural gas for this purpose. Natural gas is primarily composed of methane
(CH 4), and can be efficiently burned with fewer emissions than coal. However, the
burning of natural gas does produce significant CO 2 emissions. Coal provides over
half the electricity in the US and there are substantial reserves of coal all over the
world. Unfortunately, the burning of coal also produces significant amounts of C0 2,
contributing to greenhouse gases. It also produces toxic emissions of calcium carbon-
ate, nitrous oxide and sulfur dioxide as well as traces of radioactive material. Many
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people are surprised to learn that a typical coal power plant releases more radiation
than a typical nuclear fission power plant [12].
Renewable energy sources have the advantage of producing zero emissions and, of
course, being renewable. However, renewables are typically very low energy density
sources. Hydroelectric generators located inside dams are an exception, and have
high energy density; similar to the energy density of coal power plants. These power
plants produce zero emissions and are also capable of supplying base load power.
Unfortunately, most of the potential hydroelectric dam sites are already used. In
addition, for any major future hydroelectric power plant sites, the environmental
impact on the area that must be flooded upriver from the dam will be significant. Solar
energy also generates zero emissions, and is, neglecting capital costs, an essentially
free energy source. However, solar cannot provide base load power. Nor can it provide
much power at all per unit area covered with solar transducers. This is because the
photon sets the energy density scale for solar power. Each incident photon has an
energy of order 1 electon-volt (eV) which is 1.6 x 10-1' joules. Wind energy shares
the advantages of solar: it has zero emissions, and neglecting capital costs, is free.
However, wind energy also suffers from low energy density and the inability to provide
base load power.
Nuclear energy has several important advantages relative to both fossil fuels and
renewables. Nuclear energy produces no greenhouse gases or other emissions. Nuclear
reactors are also well suited to provide base load power. The energy density of a
nuclear reaction is six orders of magnitude larger than that of the chemical reactions
which burn fossil fuel. Compared with an incident photon in a solar array, the fission
of a uranium nucleus (U"') produces approximately 200 million electron volts (MeV)
and the fusion of a deuteron (D) and a Triton (T) releases 17.6 MeV.
The safety of fission reactors is a constant source of public scrutiny and concern.
However, even taking into account the disaster at Chernobyl (1986), and more re-
cently, Fukushima (2011), public sentiment regarding nuclear energy risk far exceeds
the actual danger. In fact, nuclear energy in use today produces far less damage
to both human health and the environment per watt of power produced than coal.
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Uranium, the fuel used in fission reactors is relatively abundant with hundreds to
thousands of years of reserves. However, scientists still have not found a way to close
the nuclear fuel cycle. As a result, many of the fission products will remain highly
radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. This timeline can be drastically re-
duced, by recycling spent radioactive fuel in so called breeder reactors. However,
nuclear weapon proliferation remains an indirect consequence of fission reactors.
Similar to fission, fusion energy has the potential to provide high energy density,
zero emissions, and base load power. However, fusion has many potential benefits that
make it a much more attractive energy source than fission, coal, gas or any of the
renewables. The fuel of fusion reactors comes from isotopes of hydrogen: deuterium
and tritium. Deuterium is universally abundant in the form of seawater. Tritium can
be bred inside a fusion reactor from abundant reserves of lithium. Fusion reactors are
also not easily weaponizable; they do not produce products that could be made into
a bomb or other weapon. In fact, the only product from the fusion reaction is helium,
which is one of the most inert elements. Finally, fusion reactors are inherently safe.
The fusion reaction is so difficult to maintain, that if anything were to happen to the
structure itself-if a critical element were to overheat, or if a catastrophic leak were
to develop in the reaction chamber, the fusion reaction would simply cool off and
stop. Damage could occur to the reactor itself, but there is no chance of a meltdown
or similar energy runaway event associated with fission reactors. Although in many
ways a utopian energy source, the one major drawback to fusion energy is that we
have yet to construct a fusion reactor with a net energy gain.
Fusion energy continues to be a significant technological challenge to the engineers
and scientists throughout the world working on it. However, constant incremental
progress has been made since fusion research was declassified by the U.S. Government
in 1958. Around the world, tokamak fusion reactors like MIT's Alcator C-Mod are
discovering new physics and solving important engineering problems to try to make
fusion energy a reality. Today, a seven-member international collaboration is building
the world's first burning fusion reactor, ITER, which should provide a path from
current reactors to a demonstration fusion power plant. Fusion is not merely an
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attractive solution to the the world's energy problems, it is likely the only long-term
solution capable of meeting world energy consumption while ensuring protection of
the planet's environment.
1.2 Fusion research
1.2.1 Plasma
As the temperature of matter increases it transitions though states of solid, liquid and
gas. If it becomes even hotter, the atoms of the material ionize, thereby dissociating
the negatively charged electrons from the positively charged nucleus. When this
happens to a sufficient number of atoms in a given population, the resulting ions
begin to exhibit collective behavior as a result of the Lorentz forces they create as they
move. This ionized collection of particles is a plasma. Because most of the particles
in a plasma have a net electric charge, fusion scientists can exploit an attribute of
their motion given by the Lorentz force: F = q(E + v x B). The v x B component
of this force causes charged particles to orbit magnetic field lines as they travel along
them. This gyroscopic motion causes charged particles to trace helical trajectories
along magnetic field lines. If these field lines can be made to close on themselves,
then the particles can be confined in a general area defined by this magnetic field.
1.2.2 Fusion energy
Nuclear fusion reactions occur when light nuclides fuse to form heavier nuclides. As
a direct result of the strong nuclear force, nuclides lighter than iron (see Fig. 1-3),
have masses larger than their fusion product. This mass deficit Am, is the source of
fusion energy. Relativity theory describes the amount of energy released from each
fusion reaction as Amc2 , where c is the speed of light. More specifically, this binding
energy is given by:
EB = (Nmn + Zmp - mA) c 2 (1.1)
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Figure 1-3: Nuclear binding energy.
where Nm. is the total mass of the neutrons, ZmP is the total mass of the protons,
and mA is the mass of the resulting nuclear product.
The six nuclear reactions of primary interest for fusion reactors are:
* D + D -+ T(1.O1MeV) + p(3.03MeV)
" D + D -+ He3(0.82MeV) + n(2.45MeV)
" D + T - He4 (3.52MeV) + n(14.06MeV)
" D + He3 - He4 (3.67MeV) + p(14.67MeV)
" Li 6 +n-+T+He4 +(4.8MeV)
" Li 7 +n ->T+He +n -(2.5MeV)
where D is deuterium, T is tritium, He 3 is helium, and Li is lithium. Most experiments
today, including Alcator C-Mod, use deuterium plasmas. Deuterium-deuterium reac-
tions produce two branches of products of as seen above; either a triton and a proton
are produced, or a helium-3 nucleus and a neutron. Note that both of these reactions
release a moderate amount of energy (~ 4MeV) compared with the D-T or D-He3 re-
actions (~ 18MeV). For the D-T reaction, 17.6 MeV are transferred into the kinetic
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energy of the reaction products from the nuclear strong force. As can be seen from
Fig. 1-4, the reaction rate (ov) for D-T is almost two orders of magnitude larger than
both D-D and D-He3 , below 30 keV. As a result, for a given nuclear reaction rate,
D-T reactions occur at a lower temperature than do D-D or D-He3 reactions. This
is an important consideration because the required temperatures for thermonuclear
fusion are very high ~ 10 keV, or about 120 million degrees Celcius. This is due to
an electrostatic barrier, called the Coulomb potential barrier, surrounding each nu-
cleus which arises from the electrostatic charge of the protons contained therein. This
mutual electrostatic repulsion of similarly charged nuclei must be overcome in order
to bring the two nuclei close enough for the fusion reaction to occur. This can be
achieved by heating a plasma of deuterium and tritium to the requisite temperatures,
thus using the thermal velocity of the particles to overcome the Coulomb barrier and
initiate the fusion reaction. The volumetric reaction rate for these fusion events is
given by:
Ri = niny(ov), (1.2)
where the velocity averaged cross section (ov) is shown in Fig. 1-4, and ni and ny
represent the particle number densities of two ion species.
Two distinct confinement methods are being studied for fusion reactions: inertial
and magnetic. In inertial confinement fusion, high energy (MJ), short pulse (ps)
lasers are used to implode a cryogenic capsule containing a mixture of D-T. This
laser pulse initiates a burn wave which rapidly ablates the surface of the D-T fuel
and, via Newton's 3rd law, provides a reaction force which rapidly compresses the
target capsule to pressures and temperatures required for fusion. The details of
inertial confinement fusion are beyond the scope of this thesis. As its name suggests,
magnetic confinement utilizes magnetic fields to confine the plasma and keep it away
from the walls of the device, which are much colder than the plasma itself. This
confinement allows the plasma to be heated sufficiently to achieve the temperatures
and pressures required for fusion.
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Figure 1-4: Velocity averaged cross section (ov) for D-T, D-D, and D-He 3 reactions
as a function of temperature.
1.2.3 Tokamaks and stellarators
The choice of magnetic topology used to confine a plasma is not an obvious one.
As mentioned in Sec. 1.2.2, charged particles are forced to move along magnetic
field lines. Initial fusion experiments utilized cylindrical plasmas with axial magnetic
fields. To prevent the particles from streaming out the ends of the device, separate
magnets were used to create magnetic mirror fields at the ends. However, significant
particle and energy losses can still occur along the field lines in the magnetic mirror
geometry. As a result, mirror devices have typically had poor performance. The end
losses, combined with poor plasma stability, limit the achievable plasma temperature
and confinement time.
In the 1950s a group of Russian scientists invented a new type of magnetic confine-
ment device called a tokamak. The work tokamak comes from the Russian acronym,
TOKAMAK (TOpoHAajibmaa RAmepa c MArHHTHLIMH IkaTymKaMH), which
means toroidal chamber with magnetic coils. Here, the Russians discovered a mag-
netic topology which can have a set of surfaces where there exists a non-vanishing
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Figure 1-5: Toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields required to realize rotational trans-
form in a tokamak.
continuous tangent vector field. In other words, the magnetic field lines on the sur-
face of a torus can be made to wrap around continuously. In 1968, at the Kurchatov
Institute in Moscow, Russian scientists achieved a record plasma temperature of ~
1 keV, an order of magnitude higher than any of the western devices had reached
at the time [13]. Today, all magnetic fusion devices are structured around a general
toroidal geometry to prevent end-losses.
The torus is the desired topology; however, if a cylinder with an axial magnetic
field, called a 6-pinch, is simply bent into a torus, it turns out to be unstable. As a
result, a poloidal magnetic field must be combined with the toroidal field from the
6-pinch, as shown in Fig. 1-5, to form a helical magnetic field configuration known
as a screw-pinch (see Fig. 1-6).
The toroidal magnetic field has a 1/R dependence and decreases from the center
of the tokamak to the outside. The toroidal field also has a curvature associated with
it, because its in the shape of a torus. When a gradient exists within the magnetic
field in a plasma, a so-called grad-B (VB) drift of the electrons and ions occurs:
mov VB xB
VVB = -2e B3  , (1.3)
which causes the ions and electrons to drift in opposite directions resulting in charge
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Figure 1-6: Reconstruction of the total magnetic field in Alcator C-Mod for shot
1050426022, t = .64 s. Color indicates field magnitude: Max (red) 7.8 T, Min (blue)
3.2 T.
separation. When a magnetic field is present in the plasma with some finite curvature,
another drift, the curvature drift occurs:
mvo Rc x B
VK ~ eR B2  > (1.4)
which also results in charge separation. These two properties, the magnetic field gra-
dient and the magnetic field curvature, cause particles in a tokamak to drift vertically
in opposite directions for different charge polarity. If the field is purely toroidal, this
charge separation produces a vertical electric field, resulting in an additional drift
(E x B) of the plasma radially towards the low-field side.:
EB (1.5)
To ameliorate this effect, a poloidal magnetic field is required.
The velocity distribution of a particle in a non-uniform magnetic field changes
changes as it moves. As the particle moves toward a higher field, its parallel velocity
decreases, while its perpendicular velocity increases. In a tokamak, this mirror effect
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Figure 1-7: Circular cross-section tokamak flux surfaces. Passing particles transit
from low-field side to high-field side, circulating around the torus. The trapped
particles, lacking sufficient initial v11, are reflected and trace out banana-shaped orbits.
causes particles with low initial parallel velocities to reflect and become trapped in
low-field orbits which are shaped like bananas. If a particle has a sufficiently large
parallel velocity, it avoids becoming trapped in a so-called banana orbit and passes
through the high-field side of the tokamak, orbiting around the entire torus. These
orbits are shown in Fig. 1-7.
All axisymmetric toroidal fusion devices have both poloidal and toroidal magnetic
fields. On a tokamak, large toroidal field coils, which wrap around the torus in
the poloidal direction, provide the toroidal magnetic field. The poloidal field must be
generated by current running through the plasma itself. The Spitzer plasma resistivity
for a deuterium plasma is given by:
5 Zeff ln A
r :5.2 x 1 T3/2 (16)
where T is the electron temperature in eV, Zeff is the effective atomic number, and
A is given by:
A = (-gr 3/2 no. (1.7)3 e2nem
Thus, the resistivity of the plasma is extremely small at fusion temperatures r/7
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1 x 10- 9Qm. As a result, this current can be driven inductively by a large solenoid
positioned in the center of the torus. Here, the plasma functions as the secondary
winding of a transformer; the central solenoid functions as the primary winding.
However, the central solenoid current ramp is limited to a finite amount of time.
Therefore, a fusion power plant, which must operate in steady-state, needs to drive
current in the plasma through some non-inductive method. Several non-inductive
current drive methods have produced promising experimental results. For a reactor,
the most efficient method is likely to be coupling an asymmetric toroidal spectrum of
radio frequency (RF) waves to the plasma. On Alcator C-Mod, this is accomplished
using lower hybrid (LH) waves which lose their energy to high energy electrons in
the plasma, thorough a process called Landau damping. However, many physics and
engineering challenges must be solved for lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) before
it can be successfully implemented on a reactor.
As mentioned above, a poloidal magnetic field is critical to confining a plasma in
a toroidal fusion device. However, there is an alternative to driving a current in the
plasma itself to accomplish rotational transform of the field lines. Instead, the toroidal
magnetic field coils can be deformed to provide both a toroidal and poloidal magnetic
field. This alternative approach is used in a class of fusion devices called stellarators.
In stellarators, the current drive problem is solved. However, the resulting plasma
and magnetic configuration is no longer truly axisymmetric and is extraordinarily
complex.
In both the tokamak and the stellarator, plasma equilibrium and stability require
complicated coil configurations and real-time control of plasma shaping. Magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD), a single fluid model combining electromagnetism and fluid
dynamics, is used to characterize the fundamental plasma equilibrium and stabil-
ity. Magnetohydrodynamics theory has been instrumental in quantifying operational
regimes useful for a fusion reactor.
The tokamak, in particular, has produced promising results in machines all over
the world. Today, a next-step fusion reactor is being constructed in Cadarache,
France. The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is scheduled
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to have first plasma in 2020. ITER is designed to achieve a net energy gain with a
physics gain factor Q = 10. The physics gain factor is given by:
ing (o2 E-VQ = , (v)Ef.Vp (1.8)
Ph
where the rate coefficient (uv) is shown in Fig. 1-4, Ef is the fusion energy per
reaction, V is the plasma volume, and Ph is the external heating power. Here, Q
= 1 is the break-even operation point, Q > 5 is defined as a burning plasma, and
Q = o is ignition. From this definition, ITER is expected to produce a burning
plasma, in which heating from the a-particles inside the plasma is double the external
heating power applied to the reactor. ITER should extend our understanding of fusion
plasmas into the burning plasma regime and contribute to the next large step toward
actualizing commercially available fusion power, a demonstration fusion power plant
(DEMO).
To review, tokamak fusion reactors (including current machines and future devices
like ITER) utilize a large toroidal magnetic field, a smaller poloidal magnetic field
produced by the toroidal current in the plasma. In addition, vertical field coils are
used to control the radial position of the plasma, and various error field coils and
shaping coils are necessary to optimize the plasma shape inside the vacuum vessel.
A central solenoid is used to generate and control the plasma current. This describes
a simple methodology for confining the plasma in a particular region. However, in
order for the individual particles to overcome the Coulomb barrier described in Sec.
1.2.2, the plasma must be heated to extreme temperatures.
1.3 Heating
1.3.1 Ohmic heating
The volumetric fusion reaction rate is a function of temperature, as seen in Fig. 1-
4. As a result, all magnetic fusion experiments require external heating to bring
the plasma to a burning plasma scenario, when a-heating takes over. In order to
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increase the temperature of the plasma close to ignition, where zero external heating
is supplied, auxiliary heat must be initially provided. In reality, a reactor will always
operate sub-ignition because a small amount of auxiliary power is required for plasma
control.
In a tokamak, the central solenoid can fulfill another role, related to that described
above. Fusion plasmas are good conductors with some finite resistivity given by Eq.
1.6. As the central solenoid current is changed, a current is induced in the plasma.
This current effectively heats the plasma through ohmic heating due to the resistivity
of the plasma. However, as the plasma heats up its resistivity decreases as electron-ion
collisions become less frequent. The electron-ion collision frequency is given by:
e ni In A 1
vei- = -3+ 1.3v3  (1.9)
47reomemi )ve +1.3iTh
Here, we see that the electron-ion collision frequency scales as v3 , or T-3/2. There-
fore, although ohmic heating can be effective at. low temperatures, its effectiveness
rapidly decreases with increasing temperature. To quantify this effect for a simple
case, we can calculate the maximum temperature that could be achieved through
ohmic heating alone. If we assume a flat current profile and a circular cross section
toroidal plasma, the ohmic heating power is:
POH = 27112R (1.10)
a2
where r/ is given in Eq. 1.6, R is the torus major radius, a is the torus minor radius,
I is the total current, and T the electron temperature in keV. Using ITER as an
example with a plasma current, Ip = 15 MA, at a temperature of 1 keV: POH ~ 100
MW, at 5 keV: POH ~~ 10 MW, and at 10 keV: POH ~ 3 MW. To estimate the the
maximum temperature which can be achieved, we can set the ohmic power dissipation
equal to the loss power. The energy confinement time scaling can be used to estimate
the loss power:
PL = 3nT -
TE
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Using ITER plasma parameters, setting Eq. 1.10 equal to Eq. 1.11 and solving
for temperature, we find that the maximum temperature that could be reached in
ITER for an ohmically heated plasma is ~ 2.5 keV. Although this is a very simple
calculation, it illustrates the significance of the T- 3 /2 resistivity scaling. A fusion
reactor simply cannot rely on ohmic heating methods alone. In order to reach a
burning plasma condition, or ignition, some form of auxiliary heating is necessary.
The primary methods of auxiliary heating involve either neutral particle beams, or
radio frequency waves. Neutral particle beams can be used to heat the plasma by
injecting energetic ions into the plasma which then transfer energy to the bulk plasma
as they slow down via collisions. Radio frequency waves can heat the plasma through
resonances associated with either electron or ion species in the plasma. Electron
cyclotron heating (ECH) uses high frequency, short wavelength waves to interact
with electrons near the electron cyclotron frequency:
Qe e B, (1.12)
which, for ITER at a magnetic field of 5.4 T, is approximately 150 GHz. These waves
have short wavelengths, A - 2 mm, and propagate as they would in a vacuum, allowing
excellent spatial resolution and hence, the ability to deposit the ECH power where it is
needed. One drawback of ECH is the limited availability of high power, steady-state
microwave sources. In contrast, ion cyclotron heating (ICH) has widely available
high power, steady-state, relatively inexpensive radio frequency sources. ICH uses
longer wavelength waves than ECH in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF)
to interact with ions near the ion cyclotron frequency:
ZeB
Qi = .(1.13)Mi
For ITER at a magnetic field of 5.4 T, this frequency is approximately 40 MHz for
deuterium, with a wavelength, A ~ 7 m. ICRF heating is one of the most efficient of
the auxiliary heating methods. ICRF provides the majority of the auxiliary heating
power on Alcator C-Mod, and it will also provide a significant fraction of auxiliary
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heating on ITER.
1.3.2 ICRF heating
Heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies is accomplished by damping of energy
from launched electromagnetic waves onto particles in the plasma. One advantage of
ICRF heating is that the ions are heated directly when the wave frequency is near
the ion cyclotron frequency, or one of its harmonics. Details of ICRF heating physics
will be presented in Ch. 2. Here, a cursory overview of ICRF is given to describe the
motivation for this thesis.
ICRF heating is accomplished by launching the fast magnetosonic wave, or fast
wave (FW), typically from the low field side of the tokamak. The antennas designed
for this purpose are typically poloidal inductive current loops which couple an RF
magnetic flux to the DC magnetic flux inside the plasma. The work presented in
this thesis arises from a specific problem within ICRF heating operation: RF sheath
formation and its relationship to ICRF-specific impurity characteristics. Impurities
associated with ICRF auxiliary heating are universally observed [3, 4, 5, 6]. However,
the underlying physics of ICRF-specific impurity generation is not well understood.
Full wave simulation codes are used to predict wave absorption in the plasma core.
For certain phenomena, there is reasonable agreement between simulation and ex-
perimental results. However, there are many aspects of ICRF-plasma interaction
that require more accurate simulation tools and methods. A particular area of im-
portance is that the ICRF antenna structure must reside near the boundary region
of the plasma in order to assure that the waves can propagate into the plasma for
heating. Wave physics in the edge, including scrape off layer (SOL) physics, ICRF
induced E x B convection, turbulence and RF sheath physics require a more robust
agreement between theory and experiment.
This thesis is narrow in focus, as it must be. However, my hope is that by quanti-
fying a specific part of ICRF-plasma interactions, it will contribute to shortening the
timeline to a fusion energy power plant. In this thesis, previous and existing Alcator
C-Mod antennas are studied in slab, cylindrical, and toroidal geometry. In addition,
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a new magnetic field-aligned antenna is optimized for magnetic flux coupling, and
mitigation of integrated Ell. Both isotropic dielectric and cold plasma models are
used to load each antenna. The parallel electric field is quantified for different an-
tennas, toroidal phasing of current loops, magnetic field pitch angle and antenna box
topology.
The method, simulation, results and conclusions of this thesis are discussed in
the following chapters. Ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) physics is discussed
in Ch. 2. Chapter 3 pertains to ICRF-relevant impurity characteristics. Finite
element method simulations coupling RF with cold plasma are discussed in Ch. 4.
Simulation results and antenna development are given in Ch. 5. Chapter 6 illustrates
the manufacturing and installation of the field-aligned antenna. Experimental results
are presented in Ch. 7. Finally, conclusions and future simulation and experimental
work are discussed in Ch. 8.
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Chapter 2
ICRF Physics
2.1 Radio frequency heating physics
Radio frequency heating of tokamak plasmas is accomplished by electromagnetic
(EM) waves launched into the plasma. These EM waves propagate inward into the
plasma and deposit energy through resonant collisionless processes. The accessibility
of the waves to the plasma core is of fundamental importance. In a tokamak, there
are several resonances and cut-offs for multi-species plasmas which depend on the
magnetic field, and the mass and charge of each species j as seen in the cyclotron
frequency definition:
q3 B
-= _ _ - . (2.1)
Each resonance is associated with both absorption and reflection. Resonances are
defined as surfaces in the plasma where the perpendicular index of refraction:
n-,- c k (2.2)
where c is the speed of light, k1 is the wavenumber perpendicular to the magnetic
field and w is the wave frequency, goes to infinity: nI -- oc. Conversely, cut-offs are
defined as surfaces in the plasma where the perpendicular index of refraction goes to
zero: n2 -+ 0. The actual physics in the vicinity of a resonance or cut-off is quite
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of simple mode conversion model.
complicated. Generally, at a cut-off surface the incident wave produces not only a
reflected wave, but also a transmitted wave, as some of the energy tunnels through
the evanescent region near the cut-off to an area where propagation can occur. A
simple description of this process is given by the Budden model [14]:
d2 #$ k (- ()
d2o + C 0, (2.3)
where ko is the wave number, ( is the spatial coordinate, (c is the location of cut-off,
and # is the wave amplitude. Here, a simple estimate of the fraction of transmitted
power is given by [14]:
T = exp (-7rko~c). (2.4)
The actual transmission is significantly more complicated and requires a kinetic treat-
ment of the waves to allow for secondary degenerate modes. These degenerate modes
allow a process called mode conversion to occur, whereby the incident wave couples
some of its energy to a second type of wave (see Fig. 2-1). The mode conversion
process will be described in more detail later, but for ICRF it allows the launched
fast magnetosonic wave to couple energy into a category of electrostatic waves, called
ion Bernstein waves (IBW). The physics of hot plasma wave dispersion is extremely
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complicated. However, simplified models can provide significant insight about wave
propagation and absorption in tokamak plasmas. The cold plasma model is used
extensively to characterize simplified wave-plasma interaction in tokamaks. In this
model, the magnetic field and plasma density are assumed to be static and first-order
quantities can be Fourier analyzed in time and space as:
Q = Q exp(ik . r - iwt). (2.5)
Maxwell's equations provide a starting point to obtain the cold plasma model:
V-E- p (2.6)
CO
V-B=0, (2.7)
aB
V x = ,(2.8)
V x B= poJ+ poEo 0. (2.9)
at
Ampere's law (Eq. 2.9) and Faraday's law (Eq. 2.8) can be Fourier analyzed per Eq.
2.5, linearized such that V -± ik, and D/Dt -+ -iw, and combined to obtain the wave
equation:
w2
k x(k xE) =-iopoJ-c E,(.0
where k = w/c n, and c2  (poo)--1. A conductivity tensor can be introduced to
define the relationship between current density and the electric field: J = a- E.
Inserting C into Eq. 2.10 and rearranging, we obtain:
i__ i <- ~
n x (n x E) + I + -- E. (2.11)
1 EoW _
Here, the quantity in brackets is the permittivity tensor:
E I X [1= + --. (2.12)
To evaluate this expression for the plasma permittivity, we must obtain c. This can
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be accomplished using Ohm's law and the equations of motion. This results in two
bounding equations for the current density:
J - E = nqv, (2.13)
which, written in component form becomes:
0~xx Oxy 7xz Ex
oyx o-yy cyT Ey=
0~zx Uzy o~zz Ez
nq
x
vy
v2
(2.14)
Calculation of the perturbed velocity components begins with the two-fluid momen-
tum equations for ions and electrons, where we define z || Bo [12]:
+ v3 - Vv) = ±q (E + v. x B). (2.15)
This equation can be linearized and solved in component form for the three perturbed
velocity components as a function of the electric field. After some algebra we find:
iqjwE,
Vxj m3 (w2 
- Q2 )
Vyj mq Q E )
mj (W2 + Q2)i
q Q Ey
-m(w2 _- j
iqwEy
mj (w2 _)'
-zy = iqjEz
Wn
Now we are able to calculate the components of a from Eq. 2.14. We find:
q w
my (w2+Qs)'
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
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(2.19)
my a
oxy = y , (2.20)
mj (W2 + 2)
-zz = , (2.21)
myw
Ozx = xz = zy = Uyz = 0. (2.22)
Inserting the components of the conductivity tensor into Eq. 2.12, we calculate
the susceptibility X, which, when added with the unit tensor I yields the plasma
dielectric tensor [151:
S -iD 0
S iD S 0 (2.23)
0 0 P
with the sum (S), difference(D), and plasma(P) components, given by:
2
S - - , W2 -Q 2 ' (2.24)
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D =ZP Q2, (2.25)
P =1- P (2.26)
where we have introduced the plasma frequency for each species:
n2
oPy = .) (2.27)
Now that we have the dielectric tensor, we can find the dispersion relationship for
wave propagation in the plasma. We can rearrange the components of Eq. 2.11 to
obtain a single tensor multiplying E. First, we rewrite the double cross product in
Eq. 2.11 as:
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(2.28)n x (n x E) = n (n - E) - E (n - n) = n -n- in2 E,
which, in component form is:
0 Ii 00 00 11
Combining with the dielectric tensor, we find:
S - n 2
iD
nin||
-iD nin||
S - n2 - n 2 0
0 P- n 2 IE1Ey =0.E2
In order to obtain a non-trivial solution to Eq. 2.30 the determinant must equal zero.
This allows the description of the natural modes of oscillation within the system by
the root(s) of a dispersion relation, w = w(k). Here, the cold plasma dispersion
relation is obtained by setting the determinant equal to zero:
niS + n}(D 2 - (S - n 2)(S + P)) + P((S - n 2)2 - D 2 ) = 0. (2.31)
For a wave propagating at an angle 0 to B [15], we can rewrite this dispersion equation
as:
An 4 - Bn2 + C = 0 (2.32)
A = Ssin2 0 + Pcos 2 0
B = RL sin 2 0 + PS (1 + cos 2 0)
C = PRL,
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
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n 2  0
0 0
721ri11 0L 0-n2 _n20 nri110-n2-n .(2.29)
(2.30)
where R = S + D, and L = S - D. Solving this quadratic in n2 we find:
RL sin 2 P + S(1 + cos0 2 ) ± [(RL - PS)2 sin 0' + 4P2D2 cOS 02] 1 2 (2.36)
2(S sin 02 + P sin02)
Equation 2.36 can be rearranged to quickly reveal four modes of wave propagation;
two modes are parallel to the magnetic field, and two are perpendicular to the mag-
netic field:
P (n 2 -R) (n2 -L)tan 02 (S= 2 - L-( 2 -(2.37)(Sn2 - RL) (nZ2 _p)
For the trivial solution, Bo = 0 we find the dispersion for a simple EM wave:
2 2
n2 = 1 - . (2.38)
Four additional dispersion relations can imniediatcly be seen for 0 = 0 and 0 = 7r/2.
For k 11 B, by making the bracketed terms in the numerator of Eq. 2.37 go to zero,
two waves exist. The R-mode is a right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP) wave given
by:
n2 - R, (2.39)
and the L-mode is a left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) wave given by:
n 2 = L. (2.40)
For k I B, by making the bracketed terms in the denominator of Eq. 2.37 go to zero,
there are also two waves of interest. The O-mode has E 1| B and is given by:
n2 P (2.41)
The X-mode has E I B and is given by:
n2 RL (2.42)S
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Figure 2-2: Effect of ICRF heating on plasma parameters for a typical low confinement
mode discharge on Alcator C-Mod.
Now we will focus on a specific group of plasma waves within the X-mode category
above. These are waves associated with the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF).
2.2 Ion cyclotron heating
Ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) heating is very effective at transferring
energy into the plasma through wave particle resonances. Fig. 2-2 shows the effect
of ICRF on several plasma parameters during a typical discharge on Alcator C-Mod.
When ICRF is turned on, the plasma stored energy WMHD, central electron temper-
ature Teo, and radiated power PRAD, increase significantly. In a tokamak, the large
toroidal magnetic field described in Ch. 1, depends inversely on the major radius.
For a circular cross-section device, neglecting poloidal current, this magnetic field can
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be written as:
B BoRo (2.43)
where Bo is the magnetic field strength on axis, and Ro is the major radius of the
torus. For a magnetic field of 5.4 T, the resonant frequencies of a proton and a
deuteron are approximately 80 MHz and 40 MHz, respectively. As long as the solu-
tions to the dispersion relation given by Eq. 2.31 are well separated, using reasonable
approximations, we can find two solutions relevant for ICRF physics:
n2 - R) (n - L)
n( Fast wave (FW) (2.44)
n = (S - n ) Slow wave (SW) (2.45)
The fast magnetosonic wave, or fast wave (FW) is the desired wave for ICRF heating.
The slow wave is cut-off at all but very low densities in the tokamak. As a result,
the SW propagation can only occur near the edge of the plasma. However, as will
be discussed in Ch. 3, the fast wave can parasitically couple to the slow wave and
produce undesired plasma interactions near the plasma edge. The slow wave has a
large electric field component parallel to the magnetic field (Ell). In the edge region
of the plasma, the density is low and the plasma is not as effective at shielding the
RF electric field. As a result Ell present at the edge can drive radio frequency sheaths
(RF sheaths), which produce deleterious plasma material interactions (PMI).
The fast wave is used in radio frequency heating on tokamaks for several reasons.
The FW polarization ensures that the electric field component of the wave parallel
to the magnetic field is negligible. The large E1 component of fast wave allows
it to be launched effectively by inductive loops which couple large amounts of RF
magnetic flux to the plasma. The damping mechanisms for the fast wave and waves
to which the FW converts are quite efficient. The damping effectiveness for these
waves is correlated to the amount of reflection the waves encounter as they transit
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the plasma. The desired wave propagation involves a single pass through the plasma,
where the wave deposits all of its energy before reflecting off the plasma edge, or a
cut-off surface within the plasma. This effect is called single pass absorption.
2.2.1 Ion absorption
The ion cyclotron resonance allows absorption of launched wave energy for certain
plasma parameters. Equations 2.1 and 2.43 define resonant surfaces, where the cy-
clotron frequency or one of its harmonics is equal to the frequency of the launched
wave. The absorption of launched waves can be spatially localized to a region near
this resonant surface. The specific region of absorption can be controlled by adjusting
B, W, mj, or qj. One obstacle to absorption is the polarization of the launched wave,
which must have a finite LHCP component to effectively couple to the ions in the
plasma. The fraction of power absorbed at the resonance depends on the ratio of the
LHCP component of E to the RHCP component of E:
E+ 
_ D + S w - Q(
E D =w± (2.46)E- D -S w,, + Q1
In Eq. 2.46 we see that no absorption occurs at the fundamental resonance surface
(w + Qi). This is because the launched fast wave is purely right-hand circularly po-
larized at the cyclotron resonance, which is opposite to the left-handed ion gyration.
If waves are launched at the second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency, a portion
of the wave has the correct polarization to damp its energy. However, this damping
is quite sensitive to both density and temperature [12].
Another method, called minority heating, is used to create strong wave-particle
resonance and heating in a multi-species plasma. In the minority heating regime,
a small population of minority particles added to the bulk majority plasma. The
frequency of the launched wave is chosen to correspond to the fundamental resonance
of the minority species. In this case the polarization of the wave maintains sufficient
left-handedness to allow effective plasma-wave coupling to occur. Minority concentra-
tions are generally a few percent, as absorption peaks at a small critical minority ion
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Figure 2-3: Schematic fast wave perpendicular refractive index vs. R. In (a) the
minority concentration is below the critical fraction q < nc; in (b) the minority
concentration is above the critical fraction r/ > nc and mode conversion can occur.
fraction qc. For minority fractions above the critical value a different heating regime
appears, as seen in Fig. 2-3. In this regime, the fast wave transfers some of its energy
into different propagation modes which can heat the electrons in the plasma directly.
2.2.2 Electron absorption
In a multi-species plasma, the fast wave can be mode converted to the ion cyclotron
wave (ICW) and the ion Bernstein wave (IBW) if the minority fraction is above a
critical value [16]. Both the IBW and the ICW encounter significant electron landau
damping (ELD) inside the plasma. As a result, the power contained in these mode
converted waves is transferred directly to the electrons in the plasma. The mechanisms
listed above allow effective transfer of energy from the wave to the plasma species
across a range of different plasma conditions.
One difficulty of ICRF heating is that the antenna structure must be positioned
very close to the plasma. This is because the fast wave is evanescent at low densi-
ties near the plasma edge. This proximity to the plasma edge introduces a host of
challenges related to plasma-antenna interaction. These plasma-antenna interactions
will be discussed in detail in Ch. 3. First, we will outline the Alcator C-Mod ICRF
system.
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Figure 2-4: Alcator C-Mod shown in top view (a), and poloidal cross section (b).
2.3 ICRF heating on Alcator C-Mod
2.3.1 ALto CAmpo TORus
Alcator C-Mod is one of three National Tokamak Facilities in the United States. The
characteristics of Alcator C-Mod are described in detail elsewhere [17]. Although it
is a relatively small machine, (major radius, Ro = 0.67 m, minor radius, a = 0.22
m) Alcator C-Mod is uniquely equipped to study ITER and reactor-relevant ICRF
physics. It operates at high densities (up to 1021 M 3 ) and has the highest toroidal
magnetic field (up to 8 T) of any divertor tokamak. The C-Mod ICRF antennas oper-
ate at power densities of up to 10 MW/n 2, 50 % higher than expected ITER ICRF
power densities [18]. ITER is also expected to have similar single-pass ICRF wave
absorption to that of Alcator C-Mod. In addition, both experiments utilize high-Z
plasma facing components (PFC) in the divertor, and contain plasmas where the
scrape-off-layer (SOL) is opaque to neutrals [19]. Operational parameters for Alcator
C-Mod are listed in table 2.1. A top view and poloidal cross section of the tokamak
are shown in Fig. 2-4, and an image of the inside of the machine is shown in Fig. 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: High dynamic range composite image of the inside of Alcator C-Mod
taken from B-port (see Fig. 2-4). Two conventional ICRF antennas (D-port and
E-port) are visible to the left of the central column. The new field-aligned antenna
(J-port) is visible to the right of the central column.
Alcator C-Mod is a diverted tokamak, but can be operated with limited discharges
using either the inner wall, or poloidal limiters shown in Fig. 2-4. The structure
consists of a stainless steel vacuum chamber encased in a cryostat. The inside of
the machine is armored with TZM molybdenum refractory tiles, visible in Fig. 2-
5. The vacuum vessel is divided into ten sections and has ten horizontal and twenty
vertical ports (labeled A-K in Fig. 2-4) to provide access to the plasma for diagnostics
and ICRF transmission lines. Several sets of magnetic coils are used to confine and
control the plasma. All of the coils are copper conductors cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperatures to minimize resistive losses. There are twenty toroidal coils (carrying
a total current of 265,000 Amperes during a pulse), which wrap around the central
core, producing a peak magnetic field of 22 T at the center of the device. These
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Table 2.1: Alcator C-Mod parameters
Major radius Ro 0.67 m
Minor radius a 0.22 m
Toroidal field BT < 8 T
Plasma current I, < 2 MA
Elongation e ~ 1.7
Triangularity 8 ~ .4
Flat top duration t ~ 2 s
Inductive volt seconds <b ~ 7 Wb
Average density (n) 102 1 m-3
Central electron temperature Teo < 5 keV
magnets produce extremely large self-forces (100 MN). As a result, a series of wedge
plates, massive cover plates and superalloy draw bars are used to prevent the device
from exploding under the loads produced during a plasma discharge. These loads are
so large that the cover plates on the top and bottom of the machine, which are 3 m
in diameter, 0.66 m thick, and weigh 31,000 kg each, flex over 3 mm during a pulse.
In addition to the toroidal coils there are four sets of poloidal coils and a central
solenoid.
A typical discharge lasts 1-2 seconds and uses approximately 500 MJ of energy.
This energy is provided by a 10 m long, 200,000 kg alternator that is magnetically
braked to translate rotational kinetic energy into electrical energy for the tokamak.
At 1800 rpm, the alternator stores approximately 5 billion joules of energy. Approxi-
mately 20-30 discharges can be run during a single day, with 20 minutes in between.
During this time the magnets have adequate time to cool down and the alternator
can spin back up to its pre-discharge speed using power drawn from the Cambridge
electrical grid. For each discharge, extensive data are taken for almost every machine
parameter and diagnostic system. These data are stored in networked servers to be
accessed by graduate students, scientists and engineers.
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Figure 2-6: Schematic of Alcator C-Mod ICRF antenna strap topology: the end-fed,
center-grounded strap used for the D and E-port antennas (a), and the folded strap
used for the field-aligned antenna, located at J-port (b).
2.3.2 ICRF
Auxiliary heating on Alcator C-Mod is accomplished almost exclusively with ICRF.
Three ICRF antennas are installed on the machine. These antennas are shown at the
locations of the D, E and J-ports in Fig. 2-4. The antennas at the D and E-ports
each use two end-fed, center-grounded straps with two coaxial inputs per strap and
operate with a fixed dipole toroidal phasing [18, 20]. The previous antenna located
at J-port used four balanced, folded straps with a single coaxial input per strap [21].
This antenna has been replaced with a new magnetic field-aligned antenna which also
uses folded straps with a single coaxial input per strap. The field-aligned antenna is
rotated 10' from horizontal, such that the antenna straps are perpendicular to the
total magnetic field at the edge for a typical plasma discharge (BT ~ 5.4 T, I~ 1
MA). Both strap topologies are illustrated in Fig. 2-6. As indicated in the drawing,
each of the antenna straps is composed of two poloidal current loops to couple RF
magnetic flux to the plasma. This RF flux coupling is paramount and is shown
schematically in Fig. 2-7. Unlike the 2-strap antennas, both of the 4-strap antennas
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Figure 2-7: The field-aligned antenna straps are shown installed in C-Mod (a), beside
a drawing illustrating the RF flux coupling of the loops in each strap (b). The RF
magnetic flux through the upper set of loops <bRF1 is designed to equal the flux through
the lower loops <bRF2-
have the capability to vary the toroidal phase between straps. Typically [0, 7r, 0, 7r]
and [0, 7r, 7r, 0] phasing are used for heating and [0, ±7r/2, t7r, ±37r/2] phasing is
used for co-current and counter-current drive. Toroidal phasing will be discussed in
more detail in the next chapter.
Coaxial transmission line provides a low-loss transmission path from the four (2
MW) transmitters to the ICRF antennas. Most of the transmission line is filled
with either air or dry nitrogen. However, in areas where high voltages are antici-
pated, sulfur hexafluoride (SF) gas is injected to increase the voltage standoff limits
and prevent breakdown. The ratio of inner to outer conductor is set such that the
impedance of the lines is 50 Q, corresponding to a balance between voltage and power
limits. Along the transmission lines, directional couplers are used to measure forward
and reflected power. Demodulators in the data acquisition system provide phase in-
formation. In addition, voltage and current probes are used near high voltage and/or
high current points in the system.
Impedance matching to the plasma is accomplished using a stub tuner and phase
shifter which can be adjusted between discharges. In addition, the D and E-port
antennas use a fast ferrite tuner (FFT) to adjust to load variations quickly ~ 10-4
s during a discharge. The antenna loading changes rapidly as local density profiles
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Figure 2-8: Alcator C-Mod E-port antenna (a), and field-aligned antenna, located at
J-port (b).
fluctuate, and E x B turbulence forms in front of the antenna[22]. However, the fast
wave cut-off layer in Alcator C-Mod is typically within 1-3 cm of the antenna straps,
thus the evanescent region is usually very short, and ICRF coupling is generally better
than other tokamaks.
One problem that is universally observed on tokamaks [2], including Alcator C-
Mod [23], is an increase in impurities during ICRF operation. In ITER. and in eventual
reactors, enhanced impurity confinement establishes a very low tolerance for high-
Z impurities [1]. High-Z impurities can cause significant radiation losses from the
plasma, as well as dilution of the fuel. As a result, one of the primary challenges of
ICRF heating is the reduction or elimination of impurities introduced into the plasma
during ICRF operation, particularly for tokarnaks with high-Z PFCs. ICRF-specific
impurities, their origin, and mitigation techniques are the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
ICRF Impurity characteristics
As described in the previous chapter, electromagnetic waves in the ion cyclotron range
of frequencies (ICRF) are used to provide bulk auxiliary plasma heating in tokamaks
like Alcator C-Mod, where high-Z metallic plasma facing components (PFCs) form
the first wall. In ITER and in eventual reactors, enhanced impurity confinement due
to internal transport barriers (ITBs) and 11-mode operation establishes a very low
tolerance (~ 1 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-') for high-Z impurities [1]. Experiments have shown
that impurity generation increases as ICRF power is increased [2]. As a result, one
of the primary challenges of ICRF heating is the reduction/elimination of impurities
introduced into the plasma during ICRF operation, particularly for tokamaks with
high-Z PFCs.
3.1 Motivation
Impurities associated with ICRF auxiliary heating are universally observed [3, 4, 5, 6].
However, the underlying physics of ICRF-specific impurity generation is not well un-
derstood, and observations of impurity characteristics differ among various tokamak
experiments. ICRF impurity accumulation is very machine-specific, depending on
machine size, the overall geometry, the materials used, the conditioning of the ma-
chine, and on the chosen heating scenario [24].
The antenna Faraday shields on the Princeton Large Torus (PLT) were thought
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Figure 3-1: Alcator C-Mod plasma performance. Confinement quality (HITER, 89) vS
radiated power fraction (PRAD/PIN) shows decreasing performance in H-mode, with
increasing radiated power. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 2006,
American Institute of Physics.
to be the primary source of metallic impurities during ICRF heating[5]. Similarly, on
Alcator C, spectroscopic observations revealed significant increases in iron impurity
concentrations during ICRF heated discharges compared with ohmic discharges. In
addition, a local temperature spike in the limiter shadow region was well correlated
with the iron influx rate, suggesting that the Faraday shield was the primary source
of metal impurities [6].
The Joint European Torus (JET) observed flattening of the density and temper-
ature profiles in the scrape-off layer (SOL) and enhanced impurity and neutral influx
during ICRF operation. Metallic impurity influx originating from the antenna Fara-
day screens (FS) was also observed along with a radially localized enhanced particle
diffusivity across the plasma edge. This is especially true for toroidal antenna phas-
ings with low-ki [3]. The FS impurity influxes on JET were shown to depend on the
antenna voltage, the density at the FS, the magnetic pitch angle, the toroidal antenna
phasing, the FS geometry and the FS material. It was also found that replacing the
carbon antenna limiters with beryllium limiters reduced impurity influxes by a factor
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of two [25]. In addition, experiments on JET using four ICRF antennas with mixed
toroidal phasing produced interesting results. During an L-mode discharge, when
two antennas were phased in monopole [0, 0, 0, 0], and two were phased in [0, 7r,
0, 7r], strong interaction and arcing on one of the monopole antennas was observed.
However, this interaction was not observed when all four antennas were phased in
monopole, nor was it observed for an H-mode discharge [26]. In 2008, three different
antenna phasings were compared: [0, 7r, 0, 7r], [0, 7r, 7r, 0], [0, 0, 7, 7]. The third case,
referred to as super dipole, showed higher antenna-plasma coupling, but lower heat-
ing efficiency, higher local antenna temperature rise and much stronger plasma-wall
interaction. The central temperature, stored energy, and neutron rate all decreased
approximately 30% for the super dipole case relative to the others [27].
On the Tokamak EXperiment for Technology Oriented Research (TEXTOR), an
ICRF generated direct current (DC) between a Faraday-shielded ICRF antenna and
the wall of the tokamak increased almost an order of magnitude relative to the ohmic
case. A corresponding density increase in the scrape-off layer (SOL) due to particle
transport changes, and the generation of waves at harmonics of the RF generator
frequency were attributed to RF sheaths [28]. TEXTOR data also show that DC
sheath-rectified currents drawn by the energized ICRF antenna extend toroidally
far away from the antenna and return via conducting objects in the machine [29].
In addition, a comparison on TEXTOR of an antenna with a FS and an antenna
without a FS revealed no difference between the two antennas [30]
On the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), titanium impurities from the Fara-
day screens increased substantially when the toroidal antenna phasing was changed
from dipole [0, 7r] to monopole [0, 0] [31]. After numerous high-power discharges on
TFTR, metal impurities migrated around the machine and were deposited on the lim-
iters. This created a secondary source of titanium in addition to the Faraday screens.
The global titanium concentration was found to depend strongly on antenna phasing
[32]
Observations made on JT-60U suggest the ratio of radiation loss to ICRF power
decreases with increasing ICRF power. In addition, radiated power saturates at less
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than 10% at RF power levels of more than 4 MW. Observations suggested that low-Z
impurity content correlates with ICRF power. However, high-Z impurities local to
the antenna did not appear to be correlated with ICRF operation. [33].
On Tore Supra, antenna side limiters have shown overheating for ICRF power
levels greater than 2 MW for dipole phasing or 1 MW for monopole phasing [34].
In addition, a poloidal variance and decrease in density is observed in front of the
ICRF antenna on Tore Supra, along with a vertical asymmetry in local heat-flux and
antenna erosion. These observations were attributed to E x B convection resulting
from RF sheath formation [35]. Similarly, metallic impurity bursts have been asso-
ciated with arcs and bright spots on the FS, and attributed to RF sheath formation
[36]. Tore Supra impurity content was also observed to increase, while stored energy
decreased, for monopole phasing relative to dipole phasing. In addition, antenna
surface temperatures were shown to increase during monopole phasing [37].
On Alcator C-Mod, the primary impurity source locations were found to be the
divertor, the inner wall and the ICRF antenna limiters. Of these sources, the limiter
is typically the smallest in terms of absolute influx. However, it has a penetration
factor:
PF = N* (3.1)
rMo,
where Nmo represents the total impurity content and Fmo corresponds to the source
at the wall, an order of magnitude larger than the inner wall [38]. Presently, the
outer divertor shelf appears to be the dominant source [39]. In addition, the plasma
potential, measured on field lines connected to the active antenna is very high, often
reaching hundreds of volts [38]. For C-Mod L-mode discharges, impurity characteris-
tics were shown to be independent of phase, unlike observations on JET and TFTR
[40]. Replacement of C-Mod molybdenum (Mo) antenna limiter tiles with boron ni-
tride (BN) tiles did not decrease RF sheaths, nor did it change observed impurities
[19]. To assess the effectiveness of boronization, the molybdenum tiles in C-Mod were
cleaned to remove all boron. Then, discharges both before and after boronization were
compared. The discharges with boronization had higher density and stored energy,
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but lower radiated power than the discharges without boronization.
Operation of the 4-strap antenna on C-Mod without the Faraday screen showed
significantly increased copper (Cu) influxes and degraded performance for both L-
mode and H-mode plasmas [39]. Radiated power from consecutive H-mode discharges
following a light boronization showed an increase in radiated power for discharges
heated by same antenna. However, for consecutive discharges using different antennas,
the radiated power was more controlled. This suggests that localized erosion is linked
to the active ICRF antenna [23].
On ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) Ell is found to be largest at the antenna side limiters
when dipole toroidal phasing is used. However, Eli is found to be largest at the septa
when toroidal phasing other than dipole is used [41]. Image currents in the ICRF
antenna box were shown to play a dominant role in parallel antenna near-fields in
experiments on ASDEX Upgrade [42]. Reductions in high-Z impurity concentrations
were achieved by increasing plasma-antenna clearance, using strong gas puffing, and
decreasing the intrinsic light impurity content [43]. In addition, both boronization
and edge localized mode (ELM) pace-making are effectively used to control tungsten
(W) influxes on ASDEX Upgrade [44]. In addition, tungsten sputtering patterns
were found to correlate with changes in parallel connection lengths at the antenna
limiters [45]. Finally, when the toroidal magnetic was reversed, significantly less high-
Z impurity influx was observed relative to operation with the typical field direction.
We see from these results that significant differences occur among observed impu-
rity characteristics on different tokamaks, presumably because of the relative impor-
tance of various basic machine and plasma phenomena associated with each device.
On Alcator C-Mod, data suggest that some impurities originate locally at the ICRF
antenna; however, the primary impurity source is thought to be away from the an-
tennas [40, 38]. ASDEX-Upgrade data indicate that the ICRF antenna limiters are
the primary impurity source [44]. Additionally, JET results suggest that the fara-
day screens are responsible for most of the observed impurities [25]. While these
observations are quite scattered, a common feature is an increased rate of impu-
rity production, presumably through sputtering. This implicates RF-enhanced edge
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sheath voltages which can lead to greatly increased sputter yield. In some sense this
should not be surprising since ICRF heating by it very nature must impose large
AC voltages in the boundary plasma in order to provide heating. Clearly this can
have many negative consequences for impurity control. In all of these experimental
cases it is thought that the underlying mechanisms are related to Ell and RF sheath
rectification associated with ICRF operation.
3.2 Impurity production mechanisms
Generally, the observed increase in impurities with the onset of ICRF power is at-
tributed to either a source mechanism, a transport mechanism, or both [46]. In the
first hypothesis, impurities are generated by sputtering of PFCs by energetic ions
[47]. In the second case, it is thought that spatial variation of potentials in front of
the antenna establishes local E x B drifts that effect edge transport via formation of
convective cells [48, 35]. In each case, the mechanism ultimately responsible for the
increase in observed impurities is related to RF sheath formation [2].
3.2.1 RF sheaths
The electric potential of a DC plasma sheath is described by Poisson's equation:
d2q5 e
-- = - e (n, - ni) , (3.2)dx2 EO
where the electron density is given by a Boltzman distribution:
ne= noexp eo (3.3)
e
The ion energy can be estimated through conservation of energy:
1 1 2
miV2= miv- e#. (3.4)
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From the assumption that nivi is constant within the sheath, we can calculate the ion
density:
m i 2 1/2
ni no 2 , , (3.5)
mivo - ep
where vo is the ion velocity as it enters the sheath [14]. Now Eq. 3.2 can be written:
dg noe eo imiv 0 1/2-S= - exp ( 2 i (3.6)
dx e e T - miv- e#
Assuming small #, compared to T, and introducing the characteristic plasma scale
length, the Debye length (T = Ti):
AD soT 1/2(37
ne2
we can re-write Eq. 3.6 as:
= 12 -e . (3.8)
dx2 miV 2 A 2
In order to obtain a spatially monotonic potential profile from the plasma to the
sheath, the bracketed term in Eq. 3.8 must be positive. This condition requires a
minimum velocity:
vo ;> . (3.9)
mi
This is known as the Bohm sheath criterion and states that ions must enter the
sheath at, or above, the sound speed (vo > c,). This has important implications
for plasma material interaction (PMI), including sputtering where atoms are ejected
from the surface of a material due to impacts from other atoms or ions. To calculate
the potential drop across the sheath and mechanism for the acceleration of these ions,
we satisfy the requirement that the electron current and ion current flowing to the
material surface must be equal. The ion current is given by:
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ji = noecs, (3.10)
and the electron current is given by [14]:
Je = -- exp . (3.11)4 rme Te
For (Te = T), we can equate these current densities and solve for the sheath potential:
- - = -In M (3.12)
Te 2 47rm,
which yields a potential of ~ 3Te for deuterium.
The physics of DC sheaths translates to RF sheaths, where an oscillating voltage
is applied to one or both electrode surfaces. Electrons escape from the plasma to one
electrode and then the other at the location of highest applied voltage. This results
in a parallel electron current which oscillates from one direction to the other across
the electrode gap. The voltage in the gap increases and decreases at twice the RF
frequency but is always higher than the voltage at the electrodes. As a result, the
time-averaged potential along field lines between electrodes is always positive [49].
RF-rectification-enhanced sheaths form on open field lines, which terminate on
PFCs and establish sheath potentials significantly higher than those formed across
electrostatic sheaths (VH > 3kBTe). RF sheaths arise from the nonlinear current
response of the plasma to an applied voltage due to the high electron mobility com-
pared to ions along the total magnetic field. As a result, a DC voltage forms along
the magnetic field in response to an applied RF field to maintain ambipolarity. Thus,
the primary driving mechanism for these sheaths is thought to be the RF electric field
component parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field [47].
A simple picture of RF sheath rectification is illustrated in Fig. 3-2 using a basic
current-voltage diode characteristic. When an RF voltage is applied, the electron
current into a material surface is much higher than the ion current due to enhanced
electron mobility compared with that of the ions. As a result, a DC rectification
develops to to retard this "excess" electron current and maintain ambipolarity. Sim-
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Figure 3-2: A simple picture of RF sheath rectification. When an RF voltage is
applied, the electron current into a material surface is much higher than the ion
current due to enhanced electron mobility compared with that of the ions. As a
result a DC rectification develops to maintain ambipolarity.
ilarly, the schematic in Fig. 3-3 shows a pair of electrodes where an RF voltage is
applied to one electrode. As the voltage swings from maximum to minimum, each
electrode is alternatively biased negative relative to the other. The time average of
this oscillation results in an average positive DC potential between the sheaths which
form at either electrode. Such a mechanism increases the ion energy impacting the
surface after acceleration through the sheath, enhancing the sputtering.
One mechanism that follows directly from rectification-enhanced sheath formation
is physical sputtering of material inside the tokamak. When ions are accelerated
through a large potential gradient, they can acquire sufficient energy and momentum
to remove atoms from material lattice structure. Some intuition for this process can
be gained using a simple classical treatment. The energy threshold where sputtering
occurs is given by:
EBET = ,B (3.13)
7sP (I - 7/SP)
where EB is the surface binding energy of the solid and the energy fraction transferred
is:
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Figure 3-3: A simple schematic of sheath formation and steady state DC potential
rectification between two electrodes, where an oscillating voltage is applied to one of
the electrodes: The red lines correspond to the maximum and minimum RF voltage,
and the dashed line represents the time-averaged potential.
4 mincmtar
7SP = m )2 , (3.14)
(minc + Mtar)
where minc is the incident particle mass and mtar is the target particle mass. For fixed
surface density, mass ratio, collision cross section arid mean free path of the incident
ion in the target, the ratio of incident particle energy to threshold energy determines
the sputtering yield. For a deuteron (2.01 u) incident on a molybdenum (95.94 u)
target, a quick calculation using Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14, and surface binding energy of ~
6 eV, reveals a sputtering energy threshold of ~ 80 eV. The sputtering yield can be
combined with the ion flux through the sheath to calculate the total efflux of material
sputtered from the target surface.
3.2.2 Fast wave parasitic coupling
Far-field RF sheaths and parasitic coupling of the launched fast wave to the slow wave
can occur if the single pass absorption is low. In this case, the FW is not completely
absorbed on one pass and therefore can reflect off the walls or limiters or cutoff
surfaces within the plasma and couple to the SW [50]. In this model, the parallel
component of the SW electric field drives an RF sheath, similar to the description
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given in Sec. 3.2.1. This SW generated sheath can increase sputtering of impurities
from material surfaces inside the tokamak. Because toroidal phasings with higher
launched k1 have better core absorption, the increased impurity response observed
with monopole phasing is thought to result from this mechanism in areas far from
the antenna structure [24].
In tokamak plasmas with high single pass absorption very little energy is coupled to
the SW. In this case, antenna near-field effects tend to dominate impurity generation
and transport. This model suggests that RF magnetic flux in circuits formed by field
lines and Faraday screen components produces an Ell that drives local sputtering [47].
3.2.3 E x B convection
The potentials formed as a result of RF sheath rectification have strong gradients
in both the poloidal and radial directions. The poloidal electric fields E and radial
electric fields Er combine with the magnetic field to drive E x B convection. This
convection contributes to a flattening of the density profile in front of the antenna
observed on several tokamaks [32]. An increase in plasma flux toward the antenna
enhances the antenna-plasma interactions. When field lines in front of an active
antenna charge up to different potentials, an electric field forms between them. The
direction of the toroidal magnetic field determines whether plasma convection is either
toward the top or bottom of the antenna [49]. In this way, the launched waves not
only alter the edge turbulence and transport mechanisms, but also change the density
in front of the antenna which results in changes to the antenna coupling efficiency.
3.2.4 Proposed solutions
Several methods have been proposed to reduce ICRF-specific impurity characteristics.
Coatings of low-Z elements such as boron on top of high-Z PFCs can be beneficial by
essentially hiding the high-Z elements from sputtering. This is effective because low-Z
elements are much less damaging to core plasma performance since they become fully
stripped of electrons. Boronization [7] is one such coating, which has achieved good
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experimental results. Application of a thin coating of boron (Z = 5) over the C-Mod
molybdenum (Z = 42) walls, limiters and antennas, resulted in considerably higher
plasma stored energy and significantly lower radiated power [23].
Toroidal phasing of straps on ICRF antennas also has a measurable effect on RF
sheath potentials and observed impurity production [31, 32, 8]. Typically, ICRF an-
tennas are operated in dipole phasing [0, -r, 0, 7r] due to the deleterious effects of
monopole phasing [0, 0, 0, 0]. As described above, these effects include increased
plasma impurity content [3, 31], hot-spot formation [37], and arcing [261. This is
likely because the cancellation of El along field lines is greater for dipole phasing
than for monopole phasing for antenna structures which are not aligned with the
equilibrium magnetic field [8, 51]. Simulations of the ITER-like antenna (ILA) on
Tore Supra showed the highest DC rectified potentials for [0, 0, 7r, 7r] phasing, and
the lowest potentials for [0, 7r, 0, 7r] phasing, with [0, ir, 7r, 0] in between [52]. Simi-
lar results have been observed on JET [3, 25, 27], Tore Supra [34], TFTR [31], and
ASDEX Upgrade [41]
Alignment of Faraday screen elements with the total magnetic field has been
shown decrease RF sheaths and observed impurities [8]. Numerical work on the AS-
DEX Upgrade antennas found that Ell could be mitigated several ways: by increasing
the toroidal distance between the antenna side limiters, septa and current straps; by
increasing the number of straps toroidally; and by better cancellation of image cur-
rents in the antenna structure [43]. Another technique for mitigating RF sheaths,
which is particularly appealing from a symmetry perspective, is antenna rotation [4],
i.e. the face remains parallel to the SOL flux surfaces but the antenna straps have
varying orientation to the local B field. On Alcator C-Mod we have designed a new
magnetic field-aligned ICRF antenna to minimize ICRF-specific impurity character-
istics. Chapter 4 describes the 3-D finite element method (FEM) simulation model
developed to quantify the effect of magnetic field-antenna alignment on Eli and RF
sheath effects.
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Chapter 4
Finite element method simulation
4.1 Initial modeling and design
Simple Flux Loop
RE IN
FXB
Folded Flux Loop
(a)
Balanced Flux Loop
(b) (c)
Figure 4-1: Basic design topologies for consideration as inductive flux coupling ICRF
structures. A simple loop is shown in (a), a folded loop is shown in (b), and an
end-fed center-grounded loop is shown in (c).
Initial design considerations for the rotated antenna included maximizing RF mag-
netic flux coupled to the plasma, minimizing voltage breakdown across gaps in the
antenna and transmission line structures, and minimizing the effects of the RF elec-
tric field parallel to the total magnetic field. In 2008, Steve Wukitch and Pete Koert
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Figure 4-2: Smith chart display of reflected power for the geometries shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 4-1. A simple loop is shown in (a), a folded loop is shown in (b), and
an end-fed center-grounded loop is shown in (c).
began investigating antenna designs based upon the existing Alcator C-Mod anten-
nas. As mentioned previously, the end-fed center-grounded 2-strap designs installed
at D-port and E-port [18, 20] in the machine performed better than the folded 4-strap
antenna installed at J-port [211. However, geometry and power handling requirements
limit each horizontal port on C-Mod to four coaxial power feed lines. As a result, the
design choices for an inductively coupled ICRF antenna are limited. Either the design
is limited to two straps with two inputs per strap, or the antenna can include up to
four straps if each one is fed individually. We began investigating the effects of various
basic strap topologies to ascertain loading characteristics and general performance.
In Fig. 4-1 (a) the most basic inductive coupling loop is shown. Here, a rectangular
current strap is fed via coaxial input at one end while the other end is grounded.
While quite simple in design, the effectiveness of this approach is limited because the
distribution of RF magnetic flux is not uniform within the loop. This degrades the
inductive coupling effectiveness. The loops shown in Fig. 4-1 (b) and (c) improve this
design issue by dividing the main flux loop into two separate loops to better control
the distribution of RF flux.
In Fig. 4-2 the complex reflection coefficient is plotted for the three cases shown
in Fig. 4-1. Although the total coefficient is similar for the three designs at 80
MHz, the folded design yields a slightly lower value. All three loops were numerically
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Angled Closed Loop
S (a) ~' ~ (b) (C)
Figure 4-3: Folded strap design topologies. Flat backed open strap is shown in (a),
an angled back open strap is shown in (b), and an angled back closed strap is shown
in (c).
loaded with a graduated dielectric in slab geometry. The load consisted of an isotropic
dielectric (KD = 150), with a series of five 1 mm thick steps (KD = 50) to (KD = 150)
at the vacuum dielectric transition. Scattering boundary conditions were implemented
to prevent reflected waves at the boundaries.
Open loop designs, shown in Fig. 4-3 (a) and (b), were initially investigated. These
designs created larger flux loops by allowing currents to return within the antenna box
itself. However, as can be seen from Fig. 4-4, the complex reflection coefficient was
found to be higher relative to the closed loop design. In addition, the RF magnetic
flux distribution within the open section of the loop was not uniform. By closing the
second loop section, the RF current driving the magnetic flux was forced to remain
relatively uniform around the perimeter of the loop. Consequently, the magnetic flux
in the second loop became more evenly distributed. As a result, an up-down magnetic
flux symmetry was restored by creating equal area loops with similar strap current
distributions. This is important for launching waves which propagate into the plasma
normal to flux surfaces. This design, Fig. 4-3 (c), was eventually chosen for the
baseline for the field-aligned antenna. To better understand the effects of antenna
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Figure 4-4: Smith chart display of reflected power for the geometries shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 4-3. Flat backed open strap is shown in (a), an angled back open strap
is shown in (b), and an angled back closed strap is shown in (c).
topology on the parallel RF electric field, RF sheaths, and impurity production and
transport, a cold plasma model was developed and implemented in 3D slab, cylindrical
and toroidal geometry.
4.2 Cold plasma RF model: slab geometry
Full wave codes, which solve Maxwell's equations directly inside a plasma model,
are typically implemented in the spectral domain. Spectral solvers such as TORIC
[53] and AORSA [54], and hybrid spatial / spectral solvers such as TOPICA [55]
have achieved good results simulating ICRF heating in tokamaks. More recently,
finite element method (FEM) full wave codes have been successfully implemented
entirely in the spatial domain [56, 57]. Full FEM codes have several advantages over
spectral solvers for ICRF simulation, including the capability to include complex
three dimensional (3-D) antenna structures and SOL details that play an important
role in coupling and Ell generation. In addition, FEM generally produces numerically
sparse matrices, an important consideration for the solution of large electromagnetic
problems [58].
For this study, we have utilized the FEM model described below to solve Maxwell's
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equations for the electric field E, in 3-D slab geometry:
2
V x V x E = O- -E (4.1)C
where Ct is the cold plasma dielectric tensor [15]:
S -iD 0
= iD S 0], (4.2)
0 0 P
with the sum (S), difference(D), and plasma(P) components, given by:
S2pe I (2Pi (4.3)
(2 - Wce) w W~i2)
W2 2
D - WceWpe WeiWpi
W (W2 =2 -U (4.4)
2
P pe - P (4.5)W 2  Uw2
for a single ion species in Cartesian coordinates [15]. Here, w , and w2 represent the
plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively, for the jth particle species. A simple
1/R magnetic field is used with B = B0z, given by:
Bo Ro Bo Ro -B = R -+ B _ z. (4.6)
In this Cartesian slab model, Stix coordinates [15] are used such that: B || , VB || c,
and B, VB I 9. A simple parabolic density profile is used of the form:
n(x/a) = nege + (no - nedge) ( - (x/a)2) (4.7)
where no represents the central density of the plasma, and nedge represents the density
at the edge. Ion and electron density are set to be equal (ni = ne). The central density
is no = 2 x 1020 m- 3 , and the edge density is nedge = 5 x 1018 m- 3 . A radiation
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boundary condition is used to prevent standing waves within the simulation domain.
It should also be noted that a 1 cm vacuum gap is imposed between the plasma and
the antenna structure. Following simulations with slab geometry, a 3D cold plasma
model was implemented in toroidal geometry.
4.3 Cold plasma RF model: toroidal geometry
Figure 4-5: Simulation model showing 3-D magnetic flux
EFIT [10].
surfaces reconstructed from
To quantify the effects of antenna orientation on El in actual experiments, a 3-D
toroidal plasma model was adopted. For this study, we have utilized the FEM model
described below to solve Maxwell's equations for the electric field E, in 3-D toroidal
geometry:
V x V x E = t1 -E5
C2
where +E is the cold plasma dielectric tensor [15]:
E
S
iD
0
-iD
S
0
0
0
P
(4.8)
I, (4.9)
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with the sum (S), difference(D), and plasma(P) components, given by
w(w+iv,)2 - woc4 10
22
~~c.
P = Z i . (4.12)
o (W + iy2
Artificial collisional damping is included by introducing the collision frequency vj into
the cold plasma two-fluid momentum equations, and wo , and w2 represent the plasma
and cyclotron frequencies, respectively, for the jth particle species. The electron-ion
collision frequency is given by [12]:
(1 e4 i 1
v/ei -* InA) 31 (4.13)47r E 2memA v 3
where the electron thermal velocity vTe is defined as:
1
VTe 2Te 2 (4.14)
the reduced mass, m, is given by:
m'emi
m m ,me ' (4.15)
Me + Mi'
and the Coulomb logarithm is given by:
/127r32 T 3 / 2
A = 0 (4.16)31/2 3
The ion-electron collision frequency simply differs from the electron-ion collision fre-
quency by the electron-ion mass ratio:
vie Mvei, (4.17)Mi
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The dielectric tensor shown in Eq. (4.9) is rotated to describe an axisymmetric
toroidal plasma. Rotation of the cold plasma permittivity tensor requires rotation
through spatial Euler angles 0 and a. Here, 0 represents the local poloidal coordinate,
and a represents the local pitch coordinate within the intermediate reference frame.
Rotation is accomplished from the right-handed x-y-z cartesian system to an X-Y-Z
system where the relevant rotation matrices are:
ReI
cos 0
sin 0
0
- sin 0
cos 9
0
0
0
1j
(4.18)
(4.19)
and
1 0 0
Ra= 0 cos a - sin a
0 sin a cos a
Rotation of the cold plasma permittivity tensor takes the form:
Erotated =R - RT,
where R=Re - Rc,, and is given by
(4.20)
cos 0
R= sin0
0
- sin 9 cos a
cos 0 cos a
sin a
sin 0 sin a
- cos0 sin a
cos a
and the transpose of R, RT = (Re -Ra)T is given by:
cos9
R - sin 0 cos a
sin Osin a
sin 0
cos 0 cos a
- cos 0 sin a
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(4.21)
0
sina].
cos a
(4.22)
First, we rotate twice in the original xyz frame:
cos 0 - sin 0 cos a
sin 9 cos 0 cos a
0 sin a
S cos 0 - iD sin 9 cos a
S sin 0 + iD cos 0 cos a
iD sin a
sin 9 sin a
- cos 0 sin a
cos a ISiD0
-iD cos 0 - S sin cos a
-iD sin 0 + S cos 0 cos a
S sin a
-iD
S
0
0
0
PI
P sin 9 sin a
-P cos 0 sin a
P cos a
Then we rotate via RT to move to final coordinate system XYZ:
R--R=T [S cos 0 - iD sin 9S sin 9 + iD cos 0iD sin a cos acos a -iD cos 0 - S sin 9 cos a-iD sin 9 + S cos 0 cos aS sin a
cos0
- sin 0cos a
sin 0 sin a
P sin0 sin a
-P cos 0 sin a
P cos a
sin 9
cos 0 cos a
- cos 9 sill a
0
sina
cos a
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R-=
[ I(4.23)
I
yielding components:
0 0
e Scos2 o oiDs +iD + S sin2 0 cos 2 a + P sin2 0 sin2 a
S sin 0 cos 0 + iD cos 2 0 cos a + iD sin 2 0 cos a - S cos 0 sin 0 cos 2 a - P cos 0 sin 0 sin 2 a
EYX = S cos 0 sin 0
ey, = S sin2 o
e, = iD sin a Cos 0 - S sin a sin 0 cos a + P cos a sin 0 sin a
- iD sin 2 0 cos a - iD cos2 0 cos a - S sin 0 cos 0 cos 2 a - P sin 0 cos 0 sin 2 a
0 0
+ iDc cosa - iD . cosa + S cos2 0 cos2 a + P cos2 sin2 a
eyz = iD sin a sin 0 + S sin a cos 0 cos a - P Cos a cos 0 sin a
cx -iD cos 0 sin a - S sin 0 cos a sin a + P sin 0 sin a cos a
ezy = -iD sin 0 sin a + S cos 0 cos a sin a - P cos 0 sin a cos a
es, = S sin 2 a + Pcos2 a.
These components form the dielectric tensor used in the toroidal model:
Exx Exy Exz
rotated Eyx Eyy Eyz
L Ezx czy Czz
(4.24)
This model uses experimental data from Alcator C-Mod. Magnetics data from
EFIT [10] are used to reconstruct accurate 3-D magnetic fields in the model. Here,
2-D poloidal magnetic field reconstruction is combined with the toroidal magnetic
field to produce a 3-D map of the total magnetic field, shown in Fig. 4-6. The
reconstructed 3-D flux surfaces are shown in Fig. 4-5. These flux surfaces extend
beyond the solution domain shown in Fig. 4-8 simply for visualization purposes.
Three dimensional density and temperature profiles are reconstructed from Alcator
C-Mod Thompson scattering data [59]. The 1-D radial profiles used are shown in Fig.
4-7. The locations of the main plasma limiter, ICRF limiter, ICRF antenna strap
and vacuum region are shown as a function of major radius. In addition, detailed 3-D
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Figure 4-6: Poloidal magnetics data from EFIT (a) are combined with toroidal field
data to reconstruct the total magnetic field inside Alcator C-Mod (b).
computer aided design (CAD) assemblies of the ICRF antenna and vacuum vessel
are included in the simulation. The new Alcator C-Mod ICRF antenna, rotated 10
degrees to provide symmetry with respect to the total magnetic field is shown in 4-
9(a). The FEM model geometry, including the field-aligned antenna and evaluation
flux surface is shown in 4-9(b).
Simulations are carried out using this cold plasma model with data from lower
single null deuterium discharges with a hydrogen minority D(H) concentration of
nH/nD = 0.05. The plasma parameters used are: elongation r, = 1.7, upper trian-
gularity 6u = 0.31, lower triangularity 61 = 0.55, magnetic field on axis B0 = 5.4 T,
density on axis n0 = 2.1 x 1020 m-3 and at the plasma edge n, = 1.0 x 1019M-3,
temperature on axis To = 2 keV and at temperature at the plasma edge T, = 100 eV.
In addition, the cold plasma model was compared with a lossy dielectric model. This
dielectric model includes a set of spatial domains separated into discrete steps within
the scrape-off-layer (SOL). Each dielectric domain is assigned a relative permittivity
and loss tangent to mimic measured density profiles and observed antenna loading.
Similar to previous work [60], the choice of dielectric constant approximately equal to
the square of the speed of light divided by the Alfven speed KD ~ (c/ A) 2 , is found
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Figure 4-7: Midplane density and temperature profile curve fits from Thompson
scattering data. 3D density and temperature profiles were reconstructed by mapping
these profiles onto flux surfaces obtained from EFIT.
to provide qualitatively-similar results to the cold plasma model described above.
Surfaces and volumes within the model are meshed using quadratic finite ele-
ments; approximately 3 million degrees of freedom are typical. Finite element method
codes are fundamentally well suited to model complicated 3-D geometry. However, in
practice, incorporating complex 3-D structures into simulation models and properly
meshing them is non-trivial. For these simulations, much attention was given to incor-
porating fine details of the model geometry which might impact the relevant physics
of the problem. At the same time, unnecessary details were omitted whenever possi-
ble for numerical considerations. Meshing of structures (where finite element nodes
are mapped onto the spatial domain of the model), was done programmatically to
ensure an optimum mesh distribution. In this way, fine structures purposely included
in the model were not assigned too many mesh nodes. Likewise, large areas of the
model were assigned a sufficient mesh density to assure proper convergence of the
solution.
Similar to the slab model, a radiation boundary condition (RBC) is used to prevent
standing waves within the simulation domain. Most of the wave energy is damped
within the plasma through the inclusion of artificial collisionality, or loss tangent in
the case of dielectric. However, the RBC prevents large reflections at the domain
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Figure 4-8: Simulation domain showing total magnetic field.
boundaries from waves not completely damped within the plasma. The extent of the
simulation domain is shown in Fig. 4-8. Here, the total magnetic field is shown for
reference in front of the field-aligned antenna. It should also be noted that a 1 cm
vacuum gap is imposed between the plasma and the antenna structure.
4.4 Field-aligned antenna model
(a) (b)
Figure 4-9: The new Alcator C-mod ICRF antenna (a), is rotated 10 degrees to
provide symmetry with respect to the total magnetic field. FEM model geometry
is shown in (b): field-aligned antenna and evaluation flux surface 0.5 cm in front of
antenna private side limiters. Faraday rods are removed from the image for clarity.
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Alcator C-Mod uses three ICRF antennas to provide auxiliary heating power. Two
of the antennas contain two poloidal straps each, and have been in use on the machine
since 1994 [20]. The third antenna is a 4-strap antenna. The 4-strap antenna used
from 1998 until 2011 was aligned horizontally in the machine [21]. As mentioned in
Ch. 3, misalignment of ICRF antenna components with the magnetic field is thought
to contribute poor Eli cancellation, RF sheath formation and impurity accumulation.
To ameliorate these issues, and minimize the integrated RF Ell, a new field-aligned
ICRF antenna (shown in Fig. 4-9) was designed to have symmetry along the total
magnetic field. This required rotation of the antenna due to the finite poloidal/vertical
field at the boundary.
The antenna is based upon the previous, horizontal 4-strap ICRF antenna [21].
Both antennas feature a folded strap design utilizing a single coaxial line input for
each strap. However, the new antenna is rotated 10 degrees with respect to hori-
zontal, to provide symmetry across the typical magnetic pitch angle at the plasma
edge (corresponding to BT = 5.4 T and Ip = 1 MA, depending on plasma shaping).
Although the shape of each antenna strap is not symmetric about the antenna mid-
plane, the poloidal strap loops are designed to enclose the same magnetic flux. This
is important not only because of increased Ell cancellation, but also because ICRF
antennas function as magnetic flux coupling structures. Most of the energy density
of the fast magnetosonic wave (FW) is contained in the RF magnetic field or the
oscillating ion velocities [61]. As a result, the energy that can be carried into the
plasma by the FW is set by the magnetic coupling effectiveness of the antenna.
Initially, slab and cylindrical simulations of existing C-mod antennas were devel-
oped to establish a baseline for optimization of the new field-aligned antenna. Subse-
quently, toroidal models were implemented to characterize wave propagation, antenna
coupling, and Ell in Alcator C-Mod geometry. The cold plasma model described in
Sec. 4.3 was compared with a lossy dielectric model. Results for conventional ICRF
antennas (i.e. poloidal antenna straps not aligned with the total magnetic field) were
consistent with experimental observations on numerous tokamaks [3, 31, 26]. How-
ever, simulations suggest that cancellation of Eli should be significantly higher for an
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ICRF antenna structure aligned with the magnetic field. These simulation results
will be presented in Ch. 5.
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Chapter 5
Simulation results
5.1 Slab and cylindrical geometry
Simulations of the existing C-mod antennas were developed to establish a baseline for
optimization of the new field-aligned antenna. For these conventional ICRF antennas
(i.e. poloidal antenna straps not aligned with the total magnetic field), cancellation
of Eli was found to be larger for dipole toroidal phasing of straps [0, 7r], relative to
monopole phasing [0, 0]. Similar results were obtained for both slab and cylindrical
geometries and are consistent with experimental observations on numerous tokamaks
[3, 31, 26]. However, for a symmetrical ICRF antenna aligned with the magnetic field,
monopole phasing produced almost complete cancellation of Eli. This was surprising
because it is opposite to both previous experimental results and simulations for non-
aligned ICRF antennas.
Initial simulations were completed using simplified slab geometry for several dif-
ferent antenna designs. The first set of simulations used a flattened version of the
end-fed, center-grounded antenna installed on the D and E-ports on Alcator C-Mod.
This slab antenna, shown in Fig. 5-1, is constructed using antenna straps which are
similar electrical length to the actual D and E-port antennas. In addition, the in-
ductive current loops enclose similar RF magnetic flux to that of the D and E-port
antennas.
Figure 5-2, shows a poloidal cross-section of a quadratic element mesh described in
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Figure 5-1: Simplified slab model used for FEM simulations. The geometry is based
on the end-fed, center-grounded antenna installed on the D and E-ports on Alcator
C-Mod described in Ch. 2.
the previous chapter, for both the slab (a) and cylindrical (b) geometries. For these
simulations, roughly 2 million degrees of freedom (DoF) are solved. Here element
meshing is optimized to provide sufficient spatial resolution in small regions of the
model, while keeping the number of unknowns as small as possible.
Slab geometry Cylindrical geometry
(a) (b)
Figure 5-2: Poloidal view of FEM mesh used for
tions.
slab (a) and cylindrical (b) simula-
A schematic of the poloidal cross-section of the model domain is shown in Fig.
5-3. Here, the vertical surfaces labeled x = 2.0 cm, x = 2.5 cm and x = 3.0 cm,
represent constant magnetic field surfaces where the component of the RF electric
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field parallel to the total magnetic field, given by:
Eli RF B (5.1)|B|
is evaluated. As seen in the image, the coordinate system defined by Stix [15] is
used, where B/jBI = 2, *< is the radial coordinate, and y is the vertical coordinate.
One of the motivations for this work is to characterize the effect of magnetic field
alignment with the ICRF antenna on Eli formation. For this purpose, slab geometry
is particularly useful, owing to the simplicity of simulating arbitrary pitch-angles.
This is because the necessary rotations involve a single axis and rotation angle. The
evaluation flux surfaces are planar, by definition. Thus, evaluation of the parallel
electric field, given in Eq. 5.1 is straightforward, as is evaluation of the rectification-
enhanced sheath potential <b ~ VRF ± kBT, where the RF potential is given by:
VRF ERF Bdl. (5.2)
Here, the line integral is evaluated on magnetic field lines passing close to the front
face of the antenna. The limits of integration are finite, but sufficiently far from
the antenna structure so that the Eli contribution is negligible near the limits of
integration.
xBt X
x = 2.0 cm
x = 2.5 cm
x = 3.0 cm
Figure 5-3: Schematic showing slab geometry and surfaces where Eli is evaluated.
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Contours of the real part of the LHCP component of the electric field Re(E+) are
plotted in Fig. 5-4, on toroidal and poloidal cross sections. The LHCP component of
the electric field is given by:
E+ = Ex + iEy (5.3)
where E. is the component of the electric field normal to the flux surface, and Ey
is the component of the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field line and
tangent to the flux surface at the evaluation point. In Fig. 5-5, contours of the real
part of the LHCP component of the electric field Re(E+) are shown for two different
toroidal phasings. In these plots, the low-field side is on the bottom of the figure,
while the high-field side of the tokamak is on top.
Re(E*) 0-n Re(E*) 0-0
Slab geometry (a) Cylindrical geometry (b)
Figure 5-4: LHCP component of the electric field (red is positive, blue is nega-
tive): slab geometry using dipole [0, r] phasing (a) and cylindrical geometry showing
monopole [0, 0] phasing (b).
In Fig. 5-6, Eli is plotted as a function of position on a plane 2.0 cm in front of the
antenna straps, as indicated in Fig. 5-3. In all four plots, the magnetic field direction
is in the i direction. In Fig. 5-6(a) and (c), the antenna structure is misaligned with
the magnetic field by an angle of 100. This is contrasted by Fig. 5-6(b) and (d),
where the antenna structure is aligned with the magnetic field. These plots provide a
very intuitive way to understand how positive and negative contributions to Eli might
cancel along a given magnetic field line.
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Figure 5-5: LHCP component of the electric field (red is positive, blue is negative),
for slab geometry using both dipole [0, 7r] phasing (a) and monopole [0, 0] phasing
(b).
Experimental observations form a data set which is composed entirely of data
from antennas not aligned with the total magnetic field. Indeed, almost all currently
operating ICRF antennas are positioned horizontally inside the machine, while the
magnetic field has a pitch angle at the outer mid-plane of 3' to 200. For these
non-aligned antennas, similar to those represented in Fig. 5-6(a)and (c), observed
impurity characteristics are worse for monopole [0, 0] phasing than for dipole [0, 7r]
phasing [31, 32, 8]. As described in Ch. 3, these impurity characteristics are related
to RF sheath formation and consequently, to Eli. Simply looking at Fig. 5-6, it
is difficult to tell which toroidal phasing offers better cancellation of Eli. However,
there are certain regions where the cancellation (or lack of cancellation) is apparent.
Compare Fig. 5-6(a) with Fig. 5-6(c). At the midplane, the largest |El| is located
between the antenna straps and the antenna box. However, the sign of this Eli is
opposite on either side of the antenna in (a), but the same on both sides of the
antenna in (c). Therefore it is easy to see that [0, 7r] phasing has better cancellation
at the mid-plane than does [0, 0] phasing.
Now compare Fig. 5-6(b) with Fig. 5-6(d). At the midplane, Eli ~ 0, however Eli
at the top and bottom of the antenna structures can be quickly visually inspected.
In the [0, 7r] case, shown in Fig. 5-6(b), although Eli is symmetric left to right, the
distribution is such that it is more positive at the bottom and more negative at the
top. As a result, the Eli cancellation at the top and bottom of the box is worse than
in Fig. 5-6(d), where, although the field is asymmetric left to right, the distribution
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Figure 5-6: Slab geometry plots of Eli in front of the antenna for an antenna misaligned
with the magnetic field by 10 deg with [0, 7r] phasing (a) and monopole [0, 0] phasing
(c), and for an antenna aligned with the magnetic field with [0, 7r] phasing (b) and
monopole [0, 0] phasing (d). In these plots, the magnetic field is in the horizontal
direction. Surfaces plotted lie 2.0 cm in front of the antenna straps.
of positive and negative values is roughly equal. Therefore, for the field-aligned case,
it is easy to see that [0, 0] phasing has better cancellation at the antenna top and
bottom than does [0, 7r] phasing. These qualitative observations are confirmed in Fig.
5-7, where the integral of VRF f ERB dl is plotted for the 100 and 0* cases, as well
as a 10 misalignment.
In Fig. 5-7, plots of the absolute value of VpF for two different radial locations
(x = 2.5 cm and x = 3.0 cm), two toroidal phasings ([0, 0] and [0, 7r]), and three
orientations (100, 10, 00) are shown. In Fig. 5-7(a)-(c) there is a modest reduction
in VR as alignment changes from 100 to 10, and no apparent change as alignment
changes from 10 to 00 for [0, 7r] phasing. However, in Fig. 5-7(d)--(f) there is a factor
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Figure 5-7: Plots of integrated Eli for [0, 7r] phasing of an antenna misaligned with
the magnetic field by 10 deg. (a), 1 deg. (b), 0 deg. (c), and for [0, 0] phasing of
an antenna misaligned with the magnetic field by 10 deg. (d), 1 deg. (e), 0 deg. (f).
Note the large changes in horizontal scale from one plot to next.
of ~ 50 reduction in VRF as alignment changes from 10' to 0', and relative to the
aligned case 00, the 1 case shows an increase in VRF of a factor of five for [0, 0]
phasing.
The difference in VRF among the three alignments in Fig. 5-7(d)-(f) is significant
from the point of view of field-aligned antenna design. This is due to the fact that in
a tokamak, the magnetic pitch angle changes with the plasma current. In addition,
although the antenna-magnetic field alignment can be made to be quite good, the
pitch angle is not constant along the poloidal coordinate. Here we see a small mis-
alignment certainly increases VRF. However, the increase is relatively small compared
with a typical ICRF antenna misalignment.
The RF electric fields produced by the antenna are necessarily a function of the
current density and its distribution. However, these electric fields are also a function
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Abs[V,,] 1* 0-n Abs[V,,] 0* 0-3n
Figure 5-8: Surface current density using copper (skin depth 6 ~ 7pm) for the entire
antenna structure. Small red arrows represent normalized current density, indicating
surface current direction only. Background color represents surface current density
magnitude; the maximum value, seen at the strap edges, is - 2 kA/m for 2 MW
input power. The black arrows correspond to the current direction on the front of
each strap for [0, 7r] phasing.
of image currents in the surrounding structure, as seen in 5-8. To investigate the
effects of antenna structure geometry on image current characteristics, a series of
modifications were made to the slab antenna model described above, using [0, 7r]
phasing.
In Fig. 5-9, the effect of antenna side limiter thickness and position are inves-
tigated. Two radial slices are used; one lies just outside the limiter edge and one
lies just inside the edge, in front of the antenna straps. In Fig. 5-9(a)-(d), only the
limiter thickness is varied. Is is apparent that VR decreases as the limiter thickness
increases, supporting the concept of ICRF antennas which are recessed within the
first wall. Note for Fig. 5-9(d) the peak observed in all of the other cases ( located
at ± i 0.3 m) is absent. This is because the primary contribution to this potential
is Ell from currents flowing on the outside of the antenna box that aren't present in
Fig. 5-9(d). The final case, shown in Fig. 5-9(e), illustrates that moving the limiters
farther from the antenna straps decreases VRF. This reduction in VRF is a direct re-
sult of smaller image currents in the box due to the larger distance from the antenna
straps.
In Fig. 5-10, the effect of antenna box wall modification and the addition of an
upper and lower box lip is investigated. Here, the RF potential is evaluated 0.5 cm
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Figure 5-9: Antenna slab limiter topology study quantifying the effect of limiter
thickness on VRF at two radial positions (slice 1 is located 0.5 cm radially inward
of the antenna limiter edge and slice 2 is located 0.5 cm radially outward of the
antenna limiter edge). The nomenclature used in (a)-(e) is as follows: the first
number represents the z distance in mm, from the inner edge of the limiter to the
center of the antenna box; the second number represents the toroidal extent of the
limiter, in mm.
in front of the antenna limiters. In Fig. 5-10(b)-(d), the effect of adding an upper
and lower lip to the antenna box is shown to broaden the peak voltage distribution in
the y direction. In Fig. 5-10(c)-(e), the effect of removing material from the sides of
the antenna box is shown to significantly increase the peak voltage. In contrast, Fig.
5-10(f) shows that removing the top and bottom of the antenna box greatly reduces
the RF potential.
In Fig. 5-11, the effect of antenna box slotting is investigated. As in Fig. 5-10, the
RF potential is evaluated 0.5 cm in front of the antenna limiters. Here, the baseline
case is shown in (b). In Fig. 5-11(a), (c), (d), and (e) different slotting is applied
to the walls of the antenna box. Slots 5 cm deep and 1 cm wide are added to the
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Figure 5-10: Antenna slab limiter topology study quantifying the effect of antenna
box modification on VRF, evaluated 0.5 cm radially outward of the antenna limiter
edge. Six cases are labeled as follows: the baseline is shown in (a), a lip is added in
(b), sidewalls are slotted in (c) and completely removed in (d), a lip is added to the
no sidewall case in (e), and the top and bottom are removed in (f).
sidewalls in (a), the top and bottom in (e), and all four walls in (d). In Fig. 5-11(c)
the top and bottom are slotted with 1 cm deep, 1 cm wide slots. Finally, in Fig.
5-11(f) the sidewalls are removed completely.
Here, slotting the antenna sidewalls clearly increases VRF, while slotting the top
and bottom provides a substantial decrease in VRF. This is an interesting result;
although the side limiters of ICRF antennas are typically slotted to allow better RF
flux coupling to the plasma, this slotting actually makes VRF larger. Conversely, to
maximize Eli cancellation, the top and bottom of the antenna structure should be
slotted. Unfortunately, this would introduce the unwanted effect of having small,
high-voltage gaps where E || B, within the conducting antenna structure. In areas on
the C-Mod ICRF antennas where E || B arcing is observed at fields of ~ 1.5MVm- 1 ,
compared to ~ 3.5MVm~ 1 in areas where E I B. [40]
Following 3-D slab geometry simulations, 3-D cylindrical geometry was investi-
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Figure 5-11: Antenna slab limiter topology study quantifying the effect of antenna
box slotting on VRF, evaluated 0.5 cm radially outward of the antenna limiter edge.
Six cases are labeled as follows: the baseline is shown in (b), the sidewalls are slotted
in (a), the top and bottom are slotted in (c)-(e), and all of the box walls are slotted
in (d).
gated. In Fig. 5-12, the [0, 7r] and [0, 0], 0' and 10' cases from Fig. 5-7(a), (c),
(d), and (e) are compared directly with 0', [0, 0] and [0, 7r] cases for a cylindrical
antenna-plasma model. Here, we see the reduction in integrated Ell is similar for
both the slab and cylindrical cases. This similarity extends to both the shape of VRF,
and the magnitude. Subsequently, toroidal models were implemented to characterize
wave propagation, antenna coupling, and Eli in Alcator C-Mod geometry. In slab
geometry, Ell is exactly perpendicular to the current strap direction. However, for
toroidal geometry, Eli is a complex function of all spatial components of the electric
field produced from currents in all of the individual straps. Here, the question of Eli
cancellation through symmetry becomes much more complicated.
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Figure 5-12: Comparison of integrated Ell for slab and cylindrical models for both [0,
0] and [0, 7r] phasing.
5.2 Toroidal geometry
For the first time, an ICRF-cold-plasma model has been implemented in entirely spa-
tial domain 3-D toroidal geometry, using FEM. Toroidal models were implemented
using both the cold plasma dielectric tensor and isotropic dielectric tensor described
in the previous chapter. For these simulations data from an Alcator C-Mod discharge
with plasma current I, = 1 MA, BT= 5.4 T, and appropriate shaping to yield a
magnetic pitch angle of 10' at the outer midplane. As shown in Fig. 5-13, the align-
ment of the antenna structure and the magnetic field at the edge (blue streamlines)
is quite good.
Finite element method codes are fundamentally well suited to model complicated
3D geometry, as described in Ch. 4. However, in practice, incorporating complex
3D structures into simulation models and properly meshing them is non-trivial. For
these simulations, much attention was given to incorporating fine details of the model
geometry which might impact the relevant physics of the problem. At the same
time, unnecessary details were omitted whenever possible for numerical considera-
tions. Meshing of structures (where finite element nodes are mapped onto the spatial
domain of the model), was done programmatically to ensure an optimum mesh distri-
bution. In this way, fine structures purposely included in the model were not assigned
too many mesh nodes. Likewise, large areas of the model were assigned a sufficient
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Model geometry: field aligned antenna and magnetic field
Figure 5-13: View of field-aligned antenna superimposed on magnetic field.
mesh density to assure proper convergence of the solution. Optimization studies were
implemented early in the development process to ensure sufficient nodal resolution
and efficient solution convergence.
A rectangular prism section of Alcator C-Mod surrounding the antenna, shown
in Fig. 5-14, was chosen for the simulation domain. Both top and side views are
shown along with relevant boundary conditions. An EM wave scattering boundary
condition was implemented at the front and sides of the model domain to prevent
waves not absorbed within the plasma from reflecting. The plasma region is shown in
violet, with surrounding scrape-off layer. All calculation domains outside the plasma
are composed of either vacuum or filled with conductor. The mid-plane SOL density
profile used for these simulations is a modified hyperbolic tangent fit to measured
plasma density. In Fig. 5-15, four simulation subdomains are shown: Bulk plasma,
SOL, vacuum region, and antenna. The density used for the SOL has been artificially
truncated at Ro = 90 cm to establish a vacuum region directly in front of the antenna.
A CAD drawing of the Alcator C-Mod field-aligned ICRF antenna is shown in Fig.
5-16(a). The antenna is rotated 10 degrees from horizontal to align with the total
magnetic field. In Fig. 5-16(b), the FEM model geometry is shown for the field-
aligned antenna and evaluation flux surface 0.5 cm in front of antenna private side
limiters.
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Figure 5-14: The simulation domain is shown for the field-aligned antenna in side
(a), and top (b) views. An EM wave scattering boundary condition is implemented
at the front and sides of the simulation domain to prevent reflection of any waves not
damped within the plasma. A perfect electric conductor (PEC) condition was used
at the remaining simulation boundaries. Note that the plasma does not intersect the
antenna; this effect is merely due to the mid-plane projection of the plasma on the
model shown.
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Figure 5-15: Mid-plane density profile and radial geometry map of simulation. The
simulation domain contains four primary regions: Bulk plasma, SOL, vacuum, and
antenna. The evaluation flux surface is indicated in blue at R = 90.5 cm.
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(a)
Figure 5-16: The new Alcator C-Mod field-aligned ICRF antenna is rotated 10 degrees
from horizontal to align with the total magnetic field (a). FEM model geometry is
shown for the field-aligned antenna and evaluation flux surface 0.5 cm in front of
antenna private side limiters (b). Faraday rods are removed from the image for
clarity.
Figure 5-17 shows the CAD model used for simulations and two planar surfaces
where E+ is evaluated. Figure 5-17(a) shows a tilted cross section bisecting one of the
antenna straps where E+ is evaluated in 5-18. Figure 5-17(b) shows a cross section
through the antenna midplane where E+ is evaluated in Fig. 5-20.
(b)
Figure 5-17: Model antenna geometry showing E+ evaluation surfaces
and toroidal cross section results.
for poloidal
In Ch. 2, the ion cyclotron resonance layer was defined as the surface where the
launched frequency equals the ion cyclotron frequency (( = wei), and was shown to
depend primarily on the magnetic field, particle species and launched frequency. For a
set launched frequency, as the magnetic field is increased, the 1/R dependence causes
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Figure 5-18: Plots of the real part of the LHCP component of the electric field Re(E+)
for launched ICRF frequencies of 65 MHz (a), 71 MHz (b) and 78 MHz (c) in C-Mod
simulation with BT = 5.4 T. Minority resonance layer is shown for 5% hydrogen
minority in deuterium.
the resonance layer to move outward in major radius. Likewise, for a fixed magnetic
field, as the launch frequency is decreased the resonance layer moves outward in major
radius. This effect is simulated in Fig. 5-18, where a hydrogen minority resonance is
created in a deuterium plasma. In Fig. 5-18(a)-(c), the launched frequency is shifted
from 65 MHz in (a), to 71 MHz in (b) and finally 78 MHz in (c). Here, the coherent
waves artificially damp near the minority ion cyclotron resonance layer, which moves
radially inward as the launched frequency is increased.
Figure 5-19 shows poloidal cross sections of a part of the model domain. In Fig.
5-19 (a), absorbed power, plotted as a function of major radius, is given by:
Pabs = Re [E*- (-isow (Y - -E (5.4)
where E* is the complex conjugate of the electric field, and 6 is defined in Eq. (4.9).
Figure 5-19(b) shows a contour plot of the artificial minority ion absorbed power.
The absorption is strongest in the vicinity of the minority cyclotron resonance layer,
where substantial damping occurs as a result of the artificial collisionality included
through v [62]. Contours of the real part of the left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP)
component of the electric field Re(E+) are plotted in Fig. 5-19(c). Note that coherent
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Figure 5-19: Simulated wave propagation and absorption for two ion minority D(H)
cold plasma: Power absorbed as a function of major radius (a), contour plots of
absorbed power on a poloidal plasma cross section (b), and the real part of the
LHCP component of the electric field Re(E+) (c).
waves propagate from the antenna at Ro - 0.91 m toward the minority cyclotron
resonance layer, where they are artificially damped.
Contours of the real part of the LHCP component of the electric field Re(E+) are
again plotted in Fig. 5-20, here on a midplane toroidal cross section shown in 5-17.
For toroidal geometry, the LHCP component of the electric field is given by:
E+ = EN+ iE1 (5.5)
where EN is the component of the electric field normal to the flux surface, and E±
is the component of the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field line and
tangent to the flux surface at the evaluation point. In these plots, the low-field side
(where the antenna is located) is on the bottom of the figure, while the high-field side
of the tokamak is on top. In Fig. 5-20(a)-(c), typical toroidal heating phasings are
shown: [0, 7r, 0, 7r], [0, 7r, ir, 0] and {0, 0, ir, ir]. On Alcator C-Mod, only the first two are
generally used for heating. Figure 5-20(d) shows monopole phasing [0, 0, 0, 0], where
the current in all of the antenna straps is in-phase. Figure 5-20(e) shows a variation
from monopole phasing, where a phase shift of 7r/6 is added to every other strap.
Finally, Fig. 5-20(f), shows typical co-current drive (CD) phasing [0, 7r/2, 7r, 37r/2]
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Figure 5-20: Contours of the real part of the LHCP component of the electric field
Re(E+) evaluated on a toroidal cross section of the plasma at the midplane. Toroidal
strap phasings shown are: [0, 7r, 0, 7r] (a), [0, 7r, 7r, 0] (b), [0, 0, 7r, 7r) (c), [0, 0, 0, 0] (d),
[0, 7r/6, 0, 7r/6] (e), and [0, 7r/2, 7r, 37r/2] (f). The fast-wave resonance n = S, is shown
by the dotted line (red). The fast-wave cutoff nii = L, is shown by the dashed line
(blue), and the the minority cyclotron resonance L =cH, is shown by the solid line
(black)
used on C-Mod. Similar to 5-19(c), the coherent waves artificially damp near the
minority cyclotron resonance. The fast-wave resonance n = S, is shown by the
dotted line (red). The fast-wave cutoff n 2  L, is shown by the dashed line (blue),
and the the minority cyclotron resonance w = WoH, is shown by the solid line (black).
The launched power spectrum of an ICRF antenna is important for several reasons.
First, heating or current drive can be produced depending on whether a symmetric
or asymmetric spectrum of waves is launched. Second, as mentioned previously,
antenna-plasma coupling increases with decreasing k1 , but core absorption decreases
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Figure 5-21: Schematic of primary poloidal currents for a 4-strap ICRF antenna. The
red arrows indicate current direction on the straps, while the blue arrows indicate
return image currents on the septa. Monopole phasing [0, 0, 0, 0] is shown in (a),
and dipole phasing [0, 7r, 0, 7r] is shown in (b). Note that in the dipole case, the
image currents between the straps are opposite and thus cancel each other fairly well.
However, in the monopole case the image currents add together, forming a structure
that behaves like a 7-strap antenna with 0 - -K phasing between straps.
with increasing k1 . As a result, there is a trade-off between low and high parallel
wavenumber spectra. In addition, for conventional ICRF antennas, low ki phasings
tend to produce more impurities, hot-spots and arcing than higher k phasings.
It has been indicated previously that image currents on the septa between current
straps can have a profound effect on the launched power spectrum of the antenna [63].
This is especially true for monopole phasings, where the image currents on septa are
opposite to the strap currents. In Fig. 5-21, this effect is shown for a pair of 4-
strap antennas. The red arrows in the figure indicate current direction on the straps,
while the blue arrows indicate return image currents on the septa. Monopole phasing
[0, 0, 0, 0] is shown in 5-21(a), and dipole phasing [0, 7, 0, w] is shown in 5-21(b). Note
that in the dipole case, the image currents between the straps are opposite and thus
cancel each other fairly well. However, in the monopole case the image currents add
together, forming a structure that behaves like a 7-strap antenna with 7 phasing
between straps. This is seen quite clearly in the toroidal cross section plots of E+
in Fig. 5-20(d) and (e). Comparing 5-20(a) and (d) with Fig. 5-21(a) and (b) we
see that the wave periodicity at the plasma edge in Fig. 5-20 matches the current
distribution shown in Fig. 5-21.
The discrepancy between analytical power spectra calculations and actual launched
spectra is particularly significant for low parallel wavenumber phasings. This has im-
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Figure 5-22: Parallel electric field Eli, plotted on projections of a flux surface 0.5
cm radially inward of the poloidal antenna limiters. Toroidal strap phasings shown
are: [0, 7r, 0, 7r] (a), [0, 7r, 7r, 0] (b), [0, 0, 7r,wgr] (c), [0, 0, 0, 0] (d), [0, 7r/6, 0, 7r/6] (e), and
[0, 7r/2, ir, 37r/2] (f).
portant implications for codes which do not treat the plasma response to all of the 3D
antenna structure currents self-consistently. Three dimensional models such as the
one used here can provide a self-consistent plasma-SOL-antenna solution. As a re-
sult, the actual launched spectrum should have better agreement with the calculated
spectrum.
In Fig. 5-22, Ell is plotted on a projection of a flux surface positioned 0.5 cm
radially inward of the poloidal antenna limiters, for the same toroidal strap phasings
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Figure 5-23: RF potential, evaluated 0.5 cm radially inward of antenna limiters.
Toroidal strap phasings shown are: [0, -7, 0, 7v] (a), [0, 7r, 7r, 0] (b), [0, 0, iv, iv] (c),
[0, 0, 0, 0] (d), [0, w/6, 0, r/6] (e), and [0, 7r/2, i, 37r/2] (f). The dotted line (red) rep-
resents the previous horizontal antenna, and the dashed line (blue) represents the
field-aligned antenna, each loaded with an isotropic dielectric. The solid line (black)
represents the field-aligned antenna loaded with the cold plasma model described in
section 4.3.
shown in Fig. 5-20. Figure 5-22(a)-(c) are typical ICRF 4-strap heating phasings,
Fig. 5-22(d)-(e) are the low kii heating phasings, and Fig. 5-22(f) is for current
drive. The outlines of the antenna straps have been superimposed on the figure for
clarity. The positive and negative peaks of Eli occur at the edges of the antenna strap
where the current density is highest. These positive and negative peaks correspond
to electric fields in opposite directions on a given magnetic field line. For a magnetic
field line passing through this region, Eli cancellation will be largest if the positive and
negative values integrate to zero. Note, in Fig. 5-22 that the positive and negative
contributions of Ell are particularly imbalanced at the antenna side limiters, shown
at the left and right edge of each figure.
To quantify the rectification enhanced sheath potential, we use Eq. 5.2, repeated
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here for convenience: VRF f ERFB dl. Here, the line integral is evaluated on mag-IBI
netic field lines passing close to the front face of the antenna. The limits of integration
are finite, but sufficiently far from the antenna structure so that the Eli contribution
is negligible near the limits of integration. Figure 5-23 shows the absolute value of
Eq. (5.2), evaluated on magnetic field lines passing 0.5 cm radially inward of the
antenna limiters, as a function of the poloidal coordinate at the antenna. Six dif-
ferent toroidal phasings are considered. Figures 5-23(a)-(c) display typical heating
phasings: [0, 7r, 0, 7r], [0, 7r, 7r, 0], and [0, 0, 7r, -r]. Figure 5-23(d) shows shows monopole
heating phasing [0, 0, 0, 0]. One caveat for the monopole case is that small specific
core absorption rates occur at the monopole kii spectral peak of 0 m- 1 [24]. This may
be avoided by using pseudo-monopole phasing, or a variant with a finite kii spectral
peak. Figure 5-23(e) shows a variant of monopole phasing, pseudo-monopole phasing
[0, ir/6, 0, -r/6], in which a toroidal phase shift of ir/6 is added to every other strap rel-
ative to the monopole case to establish a finite kii at the spectral peak. Finally, Fig.
5-23(f) shows the typical co-current current drive phasing used on Alcator C-Mod
[0, 7/2, 7r, 37/2]. For comparison, in each figure the dotted line (red) represents the
previous horizontal antenna, and the dashed line (blue) represents the field-aligned
antenna, each loaded with an isotropic dielectric. The solid line (black) represents
the field-aligned antenna loaded with the cold plasma model described in Ch. 4.
In each case shown in Fig. 5-23, the integrated Eli is reduced relative to the
previous non-aligned antenna. A modest reduction is apparent in both the [0, 7r, 0, 7r]
and [0, 7r, 7r, 0] cases. However, the reduction in the RF potential for the other cases
([0, 0, 7r, 7r], [0, 0, 0, 0], [0, r/6, 0, ir/6], and [0, 7r/2, ir, 37r/2]), is more substantial; the
reduction in VRF for these phasings is a factor of 2-3. This is especially significant for
the low-kii monopole and pseudo-monopole cases, which have the highest total VRF
for the non-aligned antenna. For the field-aligned antenna, monopole and pseudo-
monopole phasings have the lowest total VRF-
Extensive simulation of field-aligned and conventional antennas has been accom-
plished using, for the first time, an entirely spatial domain, 3-D, toroidal ICRF-
cold-plasma model. For each toroidal phasing investigated, including conventional
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symmetric spectra heating phasings, current drive phasings and monopole phasings,
integrated Eli was reduced for the field-aligned antenna structure. Therefore based
on this modeling of the RF launching structure and cold plasma response, we expect
significant reductions in impurity contamination caused by the sheath rectification of
Eli during operation of the field-aligned antenna.
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Chapter 6
Manufacturing and Installation
6.1 Antenna parts
Figure 6-1: Inconel current strap ready to be baked in oven.
The field-aligned antenna parts were manufactured both within the Plasma Sci-
ence and Fusion Center (PSFC) machine shop at MIT and at commercial vendors.
Much of the work which could be done at MIT was machined in-house. The most
complicated pieces were the four folded antenna straps. These pieces are complicated
geometric shapes whose front surface conforms to a virtual plasma flux surface, while
being rotated 100 from horizontal. In addition, the straps were made of 625 Inconel
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nickel superalloy to withstand the large disruption forces present inside the tokamak.
Conventional milling techniques could not be used to machine these parts from a
single piece of metal as desired. Therefore, 6-axis wire electrical discharge machining
(EDM) was used to machine all four current straps at the PSFC. One of the four In-
conel straps is shown in Fig. 6-1 inside an oven used to bake large parts. The straps
are thoroughly cleaned, baked and sent to a commercial vendor to be electroplated
with copper.
Some of the field-aligned antenna parts, such as the large stainless steel back plates
were sent outside to be machined. In addition, the Faraday screen (FS) rods were
machined, bent, cut to length and coated by commercial vendors. The rods, shown in
Fig. 6-7 (e), were machined from solid molybdenum and coated with titanium boron
nitride (TiBN). All of the antenna protection tiles were machined at PSFC from TZM
molybdenum. Both sets of tiles, shown in Fig. 6-2, were attached to the antenna box
structure using silver plated vented machine screws. Visible in Fig. 6-2 are the side
limiter slots which enhance RF magnetic flux transmission through the sides of the
antenna box structure.
olybdenum
iter tiles
Figure 6-2: The protection tiles for the field-aligned antenna, like previous C-Mod
ICRF antennas, are made from TZM molybdenum and machined at the PSFC.
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6.2 Assembly
Once the parts were machined, the entire antenna was assembled on a custom made
test stand. Before cleaning, baking and final assembly, the parts were checked thor-
oughly to ensure proper alignment. The first assembly is shown near completion in
Fig. 6-3. To quantify part specifications and overall alignment and correct assembly,
a Faro 3D coordinate measuring machine (CMM), shown in Fig. 6-4, was used. This
tool allows 3D coordinate mapping of manufactured parts to 20 micron accuracy.
Figure 6-3: The entire antenna structure was assembled on
check alignment and overall part specifications. This image
after the parts were machined, before plating and baking.
a custom test stand to
was taken immediately
Once part specifications and assembly tolerances were met, parts were electro-
plated with copper. Plating thickness was chosen to be approximately 75 microns,
which is an order of magnitude greater than the electrical skin depth at 80 MHz.
This combination of Inconel substrate and copper plating serves two simultaneous
purposes. First, because the resistivity of Inconel is approximately two orders of
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Figure 6-4: This is an image of one of two Faro coordinate measuring machines
(CMMs) used to check alignment and manufacturing specifications.
magnitude higher than that of copper, current induced in the straps during a disrup-
tion is significantly lower than it would be for an all copper strap. Additionally, the
tensile strength of Inconel is approximately five times that of copper, so it can better
withstand the resulting J x B forces during a disruption. Second, the copper plating
provides a low resistance path for the RF current. This way RF power losses and
disruption effects are minimized at the same time.
Several components are shown in Fig. 6-5. One of four folded current straps is
shown in Fig. 6-5 (a) along with the top and bottom of the box which will enclose
it. One outer septum and one inner septum are shown in Fig. 6-5 (b). Fig. 6-5 (c)
shows the feedthrough plate where the coaxial transmission line terminates before
transitioning to stripline conductor. Figure 6-6 shows the bellows (a), which provide
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Figure 6-5: Several parts after copper plating: one current strap and top and bottom
box panels (a); septa (un-plated outside on the left and plated inside on the right)
(b); and coaxial feedthrough plate and covers (c).
some lateral movement between the striplines
disruptions.
and the center conductors (b), during
(a) (b)
Figure 6-6: Two of the center conductor components are shown here. The bellows
(a), allows some lateral movement between the center conductor (b), and stripline
during disruptions.
Half of the stainless steel back plate is shown in Fig. 6-7 (a) after it has been
plated. One of the current straps is shown in Fig. 6-7 (b) after electroplating and
subsequent polishing. Before assembly onto the back plates around the current straps,
each individual box structure is built as a sub-assembly as shown in Fig. 6-7 (c). Two
striplines that will carry current from the center conductors to the current straps are
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Figure 6-7: Antenna components: one of two back plates after plating (a); a current
strap after copper plating and polishing (b); one of four assembled strap boxes (c);
striplines for straps 1 and 4 (d); and coated and cleaned Faraday rods (e).
shown in Fig. 6-7 (d). These striplines will attach to the center conductor with four
machine screws and the current strap with three machine screws. Cleaned and baked
FS rods are shown in Fig. 6-7 (e) after they have been coated with TiBN.
Proper grounding is extremely important in RF systems, especially when high
amounts of power are used. To ensure adequate grounding between the current
straps and the antenna box, RF gaskets were machined into the contact locations
as shown in Fig. 6-8. Similar gaskets were machined into the box walls to ensure
proper grounding, prevent voltage arcs and isolate image currents within each box.
In addition, copper plated stainless shim connectors were added to the structure to
connect current straps two and three with the central Z-shaped plate used to shield
the coaxial line feeds.
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RF gasket
Figure 6-8: The three RF gaskets where the current straps connect to ground are
shown. These gaskets ensure proper RF contact between the straps and antenna
back plate.
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6.3 Installation
Installation began with the complete removal of the previous four strap ICRF antenna
located at J-port. Once the previous antenna was removed, the attachment studs
in the vacuum vessel wall were ground down and new studs were welded into the
vacuum vessel in preparation for the new antenna. First, the new coaxial feedlines
were assembled and installed into the J horizontal port. Next, the port feedthrough
plate was installed to the coaxial lines and outer wall. Then, the antenna back plates
were installed on the outer wall of the vessel. The next step, shown in Fig. 6-9, was
to install the current straps and striplines. Straps two and three are welded to their
respective striplines prior to plating to form one continuous piece. However, straps
one and four must be bolted to their respective striplines. These straps are installed
first, then the striplines are attached to both the center conductors and current straps.
Figure 6-10 shows all four straps fully installed, awaiting the attachment of the FS
boxes.
Figure 6-9: The field-aligned antenna straps being installed inside C-Mod.
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Figure 6-10: Prior to installing the individual boxes and Faraday rods, the four current
straps are installed, torqued and checked.
Once the current straps and striplines are installed and torqued to specification,
the FS boxes and tiles can be installed. The outer FS boxes are installed first, shown
in Fig. 6-11, followed by the inner boxes. Each FS box has approximately 60 machine
screws that are torqued to ensure proper RF grounding at the connection to the back
plate. Following the box assembly, the diagnostic probes and leads are connected.
There are two current probes and two voltage probes for each strap. These are
positioned at the top and bottom of each FS box as shown in Fig. 6-12. There are
also sets of thermocouples connected to the side limiter tiles to help quantify heat
flux to the antenna structure. Once the thermocouples are in place, the remaining
molybdenum protection tiles are torqued down and installation is complete. Figures
6-13 and 6-14 show the finished field-aligned antenna installed inside Alcator C-Mod.
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Figure 6-11: The outer two boxes are installed on the back plate.
Voltage probes Current probes Thermocouple leads
Figure 6-12: Each antenna strap box (a), has two voltage probes and two current
probes. In addition, sets of thermocouple leads (b), are attached to individual side
limiter tiles.
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Figure 6-13: The field-aligned antenna installed inside C-Mod at J-port.
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Figure 6-14: Edge view of the field-aligned antenna installed inside C-Mod at J-port.
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Chapter 7
Experimental results
7.1 Experimental plan
Experiments were performed in December 2011 and January 2012 under Alcator
C-Mod Mini-proposal 669 (MP669): Rotated Antenna Commissioning and Initial
Characterization. The purpose of this experimental proposal was to commission and
characterize the voltage, power, and neutral pressure limits of the newly installed
magnetic field-aligned ICRF antenna. A second C-Mod Mini-proposal (MP681) was
developed to investigate the performance, impurity characteristics, power and voltage
limits at other antenna phases. However, an open-circuit condition developed at the
transition from the coaxial center conductor feed to antenna stripline of strap number
three. As a result, the new antenna was operated as a dipole antenna with only two
of the four straps energized for the duration of proposal MP669.
7.1.1 Approach
For the initial antenna operation, a typical L-mode plasma with plasma current I,
0.9MA, toroidal magnetic field BT ~ 5.4T, and line-averaged density n10 4 ~ 0.8 x
1020 m- 2 was chosen. The first operational goal was to obtain an impedance match
to the plasma utilizing short RF pulses at low power PRF < 200kW. Following initial
vacuum testing, the RF power was increased to the maximum tolerable power level
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in short pulses. After establishing a maximum short pulse power limit, the power
was decreased and the pulse length was increased to investigate thermal limits. After
quantifying the voltage and power handling characteristics, the neutral power limits
were investigated.
Although originally envisioned for MP681, some initial impurity characteristics
were investigated within MP669. To characterize the field-aligned antenna perfor-
mance and impurity characteristics, the plasma response to the field-aligned antenna
was compared to the plasma response to the non-aligned D and E antennas within the
same discharge. Within each discharge, the field-aligned J antenna and non-aligned
D and E antennas were energized for approximately 300 ms each, with 200 ms be-
tween RF pulses. To avoid issues with respect to plasma so-called memory (e.g.
where the second H-mode is poorer than the first), the order of the antennas was
also varied. Both L and H-mode plasmas were utilized since they have significantly
different edge SOL, pedestal, and impurity characteristics. Plasma characteristics
[stored energy, temperature, radiated power] were monitored using available diag-
nostics. The McPherson, Chromex, LoWEUS, and ZEUS spectrometers were used
for global, antenna quadrant and mid-plane impurity views. The investigation of
the plasma response dependence on antenna phasing and plasma current was not
performed under MP669. However, once all four antenna straps are functioning nor-
mally these dependencies will be characterized under MP681 during July and August
2012.
7.1.2 Operational plan
The field-aligned antenna evaluation began with run day 1111209 on December 09,
2011. As planned, operation commenced with typical lower single null (LSN) plas-
mas with plasma current I, _ 0.8MA, toroidal magnetic field BT _ 5.4T, and line-
averaged density ni104 0.8 x 1020m- 3 . The field-aligned antenna conditioned quickly
and reached PRF = 2MW with sporadic faulting. To avoid dithering H-modes, the
configuration was switched to upper single null (USN) after the fifth discharge. In
USN, the plasma ended in alternating disruptions and fizzles and following shot num-
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ber twelve the configuration was changed back to LSN. For the last two shots of the
day, density was decreased to n 104 ~ 0.6 x 10 20 m 3 in LSN. During these shots it
became clear that the field-aligned antenna was not functioning properly. The power
distribution between the antenna straps was no longer symmetric. Upon inspection,
the decoupling between straps had become particularly poor. Measurements were
made of the individual straps revealing a problem with strap number three. Coaxial
line was removed from the antenna power feed system until it was apparent that the
problem was inside the C-Mod vacuum barrier. A boroscope was inserted into the
vessel to attempt to diagnose the problem with strap number three. A physical gap
was observed between the transition of the coaxial center conductor and the bellows
at the stripline to coaxial connection as seen in Fig. 7-1.
Coaxial Stripline
O center conductor
Bbllows
Figure 7-1: One of four coaxial to stripline transitions in the field-aligned antenna.
The center conductor, bellows and stripline are shown. In addition, the transition
from center conductor to bellows where separation occurred on strap three, is circled
in red.
It was determined that the transition could not be repaired without breaking
vacuum. As a result, the decision was made to attempt to continue operation with
the field-aligned antenna reconfigured as a two-strap dipole. Straps three and four
were shorted and only straps one and two were energized for the remaining campaign.
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Figure 7-2: Overlay of three pre-boronization plasma discharges: 1120104033,
1120104034, 1120104036. The field-aligned antenna is shown in red, the D-port an-
tenna is shown in black, and the E-port antenna is shown in blue.
7.1.3 Dipole operation and experimental results
Characterization of the field-aligned antenna as a two-strap antenna began with run
1120104 on January 04, 2012. This run day was the first operation after the boroscope
inspection. As such, the primary objective was to assess machine condition. However,
ICRF conditioning of the two-strap field-aligned antenna was done in parallel. Three
discharges (1120104033, 1120104034, 1120104036), shown in Fig. 7-2, illustrate a
reduction in radiated power, and thus impurity content, for the field-aligned antenna
relative to the D-port and E-port antennas. For each shot, RF power is on from
t 0.60 s to t = 0.88 s, and is stepped in four increments: 0.4 MW, 0.8 MW, 1.0
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Figure 7-3: Comparison of radiated power versus RF input power for the field-aligned
antenna with a conventional antenna. [Figure courtesy of S.J. Wukitch]
MW and 1.2 MW. Both density (ni04 , 'e) and electron temperature (Teo) are virtually
identical for the three pulses shown in Fig. 7-2. However, radiated power measured
on the Absolute eXtreme Ultra Violet (AXUV) photodiodes, the 27r-diodes, and the
soft X-ray (SXR) detectors is significantly lower for the field-aligned antenna.
The first dedicated two-strap field-aligned antenna run was 1120124 on January
24, 2012. The field-aligned antenna conditioned significantly faster than either of
the conventional two-strap antennas located at D-port and E-port. The field-aligned
antenna reached voltages of 45 kV at input power of 1.5 MW in a series of enhanced
Da (EDA) H-modes. Additionally, changes in antenna loading during L-H transi-
tions were smaller for the field-aligned antenna than for the D or E-port antennas.
Unfortunately, a leak in the alternator air-switch resulted in a shortened run day.
Evaluation of the antenna was continued the following day with run 1120125 on
January 25, 2012. A set of discharges were run where each antenna was operated in
series, one after the other. The order of antenna operation was changed from shot
to shot to ensure accurate comparison. Antenna No. 1 operated from 0.60 s to 0.90
s, antenna No. 2 operated from 0.95 s to 1.25 s, and antenna No. 3 operated from
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Figure 7-4: Comparison of impurity characteristics of the field-aligned antenna (red)
with the D-port (black) and E-port (blue) antennas. H-mode duration and the points
where ICRF power (1.0 MW) is turned on and off are indicated. Line averaged
electron density (a), total radiated power (b), molybdenum (Mo XXXI) brightness
(c), chlorine (Cl XIV) brightness (d), and copper (Cu XIX) brightness (e) are shown.
[Figure courtesy of M.L. Reinke]
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1.30 s to 1.60 s. Radiated power was consistently lower for the field-aligned antenna.
Figure 7-3 shows radiated power (AXUV) as a function of RF power. While PRAD
increases as PRF increases for both the field-aligned and conventional antennas, both
the slope and magnitude of the increase is smaller for the field-aligned antenna.
Figure 7-4 shows a series of three discharges (1120125007, 1120125009, 1120125010),
where ICRF was on from t = 0.60 s to t = 0.95 s. These discharges are all post-
boronization and help to assess the boronization recovery of the antennas. The field-
aligned antenna recovered immediately, reaching 1 MW RF power after a single shot.
The E-port antenna reached 1 MW after two shots and the D-port antenna reached
1 MW power after five shots. This improvement for the field-aligned antenna is likely
the result of enhanced voltage handling and a higher neutral pressure limit. The tran-
sition into H-mode confinement can be seen with the corresponding density increase
in Fig. 7-4 (a). Volumetric radiated power, shown in (b) is significantly higher for
both D and E-port antennas than for the field-aligned antenna. In Fig. 7-4, spectral
brightness for molybdenum (Mo XXXI) (c), chlorine (Cl XIV) (d), and copper (Cu
XIX) is plotted for all three antennas. Note that the radiation from highly stripped
core molybdenum (Mo XXXI) is significantly lower for the field-aligned antenna than
for the conventional antennas. For the intrinsic impurities chlorine and copper, shown
in Fig. 7-4 (d) and (e), respectively, the radiation for both the field-aligned antenna
and D-port antenna are lower than that of the E-port antenna.
Another interesting observation from Fig. 7-4 is that the radiation from these
intrinsic impurities increases almost immediately after the plasma transitions into
H-mode confinement at t = 0.63 s. However, the molybdenum brightness begins
to increase approximately 50 ms after H-mode begins. This might suggest that the
molybdenum brightness increase is transport related. If the Mo XXXI brightness was
simply related to enhanced sputtering at the Mo tile surfaces, the increase would be
expected immediately, instead of the observed delay. However, edge density evolution
and a delay in the onset of the enhanced sheath may also play a role.
Figure 7-5 shows neutral Molybdenum (Mo I) brightness from the Chromex spec-
trometer for two different discharges where the order of antenna excitation was
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Figure 7-5: Source molybdenum (Mo I) brightness from views of either the field-
aligned antenna or the D-port/E-port antenna when either the field-aligned antenna,
the D-port antenna, or the E-port antenna is energized.
changed. In both plots (a) and (b), the red trace represents a view of the field-
aligned antenna (FA-view), while the blue trace represents a view of the D-port and
E-port antennas (D/E-view). In 7-5 (a) the order of antenna excitation is D-FA-E.
For 7-5 (b) the order of antenna excitation is FA-D-E. In each case the brightness
observed from views of all antennas is lower when the field-aligned antenna is powered
relative to the conventional ICRF antennas.
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Chapter 8
Discussion and conclusions
8.1 Comparison of simulation with experiment
Experimental data presented in this thesis are necessarily limited by the narrow oper-
ational regime of the field-aligned antenna as a 2-strap, fixed toroidal phase device. As
described in Ch. 7, the electro-mechanical separation of current strap number three
has prevented normal operation of the field-aligned antenna. As a result, only a small
number of discharges over a few run days provide quantitative results on the operat-
ing characteristics of the new antenna. However, for the case of dipole phasing, there
were enough data to at least begin a cursory analysis of the antenna performance.
These data, presented in Ch. 7, suggest that alignment of the antenna structure with
the equilibrium magnetic field improves impurity characteristics. Simulation results
shown in Ch. 5 suggested a reduction in VRF f .Bdl of approximately 40 %IBI
for the dipole-phased field-aligned antenna compared with the conventional antenna.
For the reconfigured 2-strap version of the field-aligned antenna, experimental data
shown in Ch. 7 reveal a reduction in radiated power of 20 % to 100 %, relative to the
conventional ICRF antennas.
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8.2 Conclusions
A new magnetic field-aligned ICRF antenna was designed, optimized, installed and
operated inside Alcator C-Mod. Finite element simulations were developed for two
and four strap ICRF antennas in slab, cylindrical and toroidal geometry for cold
plasma and isotropic dielectric loads. Linear 3-D coupling studies of ICRF waves in
C-Mod were performed for a rotated four strap antenna using a FEM code which
includes the actual SOL density profiles, the 3-D solid geometry of the launcher,
with a cold plasma load. The results indicate that an ICRF antenna aligned with
the total Alcator C-Mod magnetic field could reduce the average RF potential along
magnetic field lines intersecting the antenna by a factor of 2-3. In addition, the largest
reduction in VRF occurs for monopole phasing and pseudo-monopole phasing, which
provide the optimum magnetic flux coupling to the plasma. Through this reduction
in RF potential, both source and transport impurity characteristics in Alcator C-Mod
are expected to improve during ICRF operation of the field-aligned antenna. Initial
results suggest that impurity characteristics are improved during operation of the
field-aligned antenna relative to the conventional antennas.
8.3 Future work
Beginning in June 2012, these experiments will be revisited using the repaired field-
aligned antenna with all four current straps operational. To characterize the field-
aligned antenna performance, the plasma response to the field-aligned antenna will be
compared to the plasma response to the D and E antennas within the same discharge.
In particular, we are interested in impurity characteristics, SOL density profile modifi-
cation, plasma potential variation, and SOL transport. We will investigate the plasma
response dependence on antenna phasing and plasma current. Within each discharge,
we will pulse field-aligned and D -port and E-port antennas for ~ 300 ms each, with
200 ms between RF pulses. Both L and H-mode plasmas will be utilized since they
have significantly different edge SOL, pedestal, and impurity characteristics. For the
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initial operation, we will utilize [0, 7r , 0, 7r] and switch to [0, 0, 0, 0] electronically.
Since we need to switch the transmission line network to access heating [0, 7r, 7r, 0]
and current drive [0, r/2, 7r, 37r/2] phasing, we will need a separate run day.
Plasma current will also be swept to quantify the effect of magnetic pitch an-
gle on impurity production and transport. We will monitor plasma characteristics
[stored energy, temperature, radiated power] using available diagnostics. We will use
McPherson, Chromex, LoWEUS, and ZEUS spectrometers for global, antenna quad-
rant and mid-plane impurity views. The SOL reflectometer and GPI will be used to
monitor SOL density and transport modifications. We will also use emissive probes
at the AB limiter to monitor plasma potential.
In parallel, numerical techniques will be enhanced to better understand experi-
mental results. First, a non-linear RF sheath boundary condition will be implemented
in the FEM code. Second, edge density fluctuations and convective cell formation will
be investigated within the framework of existing FEM codes and particle in cell (PIC)
codes to better quantify ICRF-related SOL transport and turbulence.
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